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ABSTRACT 

 

Background: There is evidence that early contact with physiotherapists leads 
to advantages for patients with musculoskeletal disorders. Many patients, 
however, initially seek contact with general practitioners (GPs) within primary 
care for musculoskeletal disorders. This often delays or replaces physiotherapist 
contact. Management interventions which ensure that appropriate patients are 
initially examined by physiotherapists may lead to advantages for patients, the 
healthcare system and the community.  

Aim: The general aim for this thesis was to develop a triage model for primary 
care with focus on musculoskeletal disorders and evaluate its effects on patients’ 
health and attitudes as well as on its effects for other relevant stake-holders.  

Methods: Paper I is a descriptive study examining the development process of 
the triage model and its effects on access and efficiency at a primary healthcare 
centre. Paper II is a case-control study which compares the utilization of medical 
services between patients with musculoskeletal disorders, who were triaged 
directly to physiotherapist for initial assessment and treatment, and similar 
patients who were initially assessed by a GP. Paper III is based on a randomized 
controlled trial (RCT) and evaluates the effects of direct triaging to 
physiotherapist on patients’ health and attitudes. Paper IV is a cost-effectiveness 
assessment, which compares the costs in relation to health effects for patients 
who have been triaged directly to physiotherapists, and is based on the same 
RCT as Paper III.  

Results: The triage model led to increased access, more efficient use of the 
personnel, greater patient satisfaction and a better work environment compared 
with the traditional primary care management model which was employed 
earlier. Patients who were triaged directly to physiotherapists utilized 
significantly fewer medical services during the following year compared to 
patients with initial contact with GPs in the retrospective study. Various health 
aspects, such as progression of pain, function and risk for chronicity, showed 
common tendencies to better values for the group initially assessed by 
physiotherapists in the RCT, and health-related quality of life was significantly 
improved. It is unclear how patient attitudes of responsibility for 
musculoskeletal disorders were affected by triaging to physiotherapists. The 
cost-efficiency assessment favoured triaging to physiotherapists over traditional 



 

management, showing greater health gains at lower costs from a societal 
perspective.  

Conclusions: Many positive effects of triaging directly to physiotherapists in 
primary care were found for patients, the healthcare organization and society. 
The studies in this thesis contribute to a small but growing bank of knowledge 
about the advantages of using physiotherapists as initial assessors in primary care. 
The triage model studied here seems to offer a feasible alternative to traditional 
management of musculoskeletal disorders within primary care. 
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Sammanfattning på svenska 
 

Bakgrund: Det finns evidens för att tidig kontakt med fysioterapeuter leder till 
fördelar för patienter med muskuloskeletala besvär. Dock söker många patienter 
först kontakt med läkare i primärvård även för muskuloskeletala besvär. Detta 
kan fördröja eller ersätta kontakt med fysioterapeuter. Det är möjligt att 
arbetsorganisatoriska interventioner som inkluderar primär 
fysioterapeutundersökning av lämpliga patienter kan leda till fördelar för 
patienter, sjukvårdssystemet och samhället. 

Syfte: Det övergripande syfte för avhandlingen var att utveckla en triagemodell 
för primärvård med fokus på muskuloskeletala besvär och utvärdera effekterna 
på patienters hälsa och attityder och på effekterna för relevanta intressenter.  

Metoder: Artikel I är en beskrivande studie som undersöker 
utvecklingsprocessen för triagemodellen och utvärderar effekterna på 
tillgänglighet och effektivitet på en vårdcentral. Artikel II är en fall-
kontrollstudie där utnyttjande av sjukvårdsinsatser jämförs mellan patienter med 
muskuloskeletala besvär som triagerades direkt till fysioterapeuter för första 
undersökning och behandling och liknande patienter som undersöktes primärt 
av läkare i primärvård. Artikel III baseras på en randomiserad kontrollerad studie 
(RCT) och den utvärderar effekterna av direkttriagering till fysioterapeut på 
patienternas hälsa och attityder. Artikel IV är en kostnadseffektivitetstudie som 
jämför kostnader i förhållande till hälsoeffekter för patienter som har triagerats 
direkt till fysioterapeuter. Denna studie baseras på samma RCT som Artikel III.  

Resultat: Triagemodellen ledde till ökad tillgänglighet, mer effektiv 
användning av personalen, högre patientnöjdhet och en bättre arbetsmiljö 
jämfört med den traditionella primärvårdsorganisation som tillämpades tidigare. 
Patienter som triagerades direkt till fysioterapeut hade färre läkarbesök och  
-insatser under följande år jämfört med patienter som hade initial kontakt med 
läkare i den retrospektiva studien. Ett flertal hälsoaspekter såsom smärta, 
funktion och risk för att utveckla långvariga besvär visade konsekventa tendenser 
till bättre värden i gruppen som triagerades till fysioterapeuter i RCTn och en 
signifikant förbättring uppnåddes för hälsorelaterad livskvalitet. Det är oklart 
hur patienternas uppfattningar om ansvar för muskuloskeletala besvär 
påverkades av triagering till fysioterapeut. Kostnadseffektivitets analysen visade 
att triagering till fysioterapeut ledde till större förbättringar i hälsan på lägre 
kostnader från ett samhällsperspektiv. 



 

Slutsatser: Triagering direkt till fysioterapeuter i primärvård ledde till många 
positiva effekter för patienterna, sjukvården och samhället. Studierna i 
avhandlingen bidrar till ett litet men växande kunskapsunderlag som handlar om 
fördelarna kopplade till fysioterapeuters roll som första bedömare i primärvård. 
Triagemodellen som undersöktes här verkar vara en framkomlig alternativ till 
den traditionella arbetsorganisationsmodellen för behandling av patienter med 
muskuloskeletala besvär i primärvården.  
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Definitions in short 
Allied healthcare 

professionals 

Healthcare professionals working in fields 

distinct from medicine and nursing, used in 

this thesis to describe physiotherapists, 

occupational therapists, counsellors and 

psychologists. 

Bootstrapping A statistical method used to address 

uncertainty using resampling from the data 

with replacement to generate an estimation 

of the sampling distribution.1  

Cost-effectiveness analysis An economic evaluation in which costs for 

alternative programs are related to a single, 

common effect (health benefit) that may 

differ in magnitude depending on the 

program.1 

Disability-adjusted life-years One DALY corresponds to one lost year of 

healthy life. For a population, DALYs 

measure the discrepancy between current 

health status and ideal health status. DALY = 

YLL + YLD where YLL = years of life lost to 

premature mortality and YLD = years lost to 

disability.2 

Discounting Adjustments made in cost-effectiveness 

analyses for future costs and benefits of an 

intervention or to make relevant 

comparisons of costs and benefits which 

occur at different times.1, 3 

General practitioner (GP) Used in this thesis to denote all practising 

physicians in primary care regardless of 

specialization. 
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Incremental cost-efficiency 

ratio 

A measure of the cost per unit change in 

QALYs. ICER = ΔCosts/ΔQALYs1 

Musculoskeletal disorder The musculoskeletal system includes the 

organs of the skeleton, muscles, tendons and 

ligaments. Disorders of which result in pain 

or functional impairment.4 This is a group of 

disorders with great pathophysiological 

diversity, but which are united anatomically. 

They encompass inflammatory diseases, age-

related degenerative conditions, conditions 

related to activity and injuries and conditions 

of unclear etiology but with symptoms in the 

musculoskeletal system.5 

Odds ratio The ratio between the odds of an event 

occurring in one group with a defined 

exposure compared to the odds of it 

occurring in another group without that 

exposure.6 

Overmedicalization Refers to a process in which non-validated 

treatment and management of a health 

condition exceeds recommended levels with 

no clear benefits and to an extent which 

increases the probability of potentially 

harmful results and unnecessary costs.7 

Power analysis A statistical analysis usually performed to 

determine the smallest sample size which 

would be adequate to detect the effects of an 

intervention at the desired significance level. 

The power level describes the capacity to 

correctly reject the null-hypothesis, which 
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assumes there is no difference between 

intervention and control.6 

Pragmatic study A research trial designed to examine the 

effectiveness of an intervention in routine 

clinical practice.8 

Primary care The first level of medical care where people 

present their health problems and where the 

majority of the population’s health problems 

are satisfied. It encompasses generalist care 

focused on the person as a whole.9 

Primary care rehabilitation Used in this thesis to describe healthcare 

organizations employing primarily 

physiotherapists and occupational therapists 

and providing rehabilitation services to the 

general public. 

Quality-adjusted life-year QALY is a generic measure of the burden of 

disease. It combines both quality and 

duration of life into a measure which can be 

used in health economic evaluations.1 

Secondary prevention Preventive healthcare based on the earliest 

possible identification of disease so that 

treatment or management can be focused on 

avoiding possible future adverse 

developments.10 

Somatic comorbidities Unrelated medical conditions or diseases 

pertaining to the physical body that coexist 

with an initial diagnosis.10 In this thesis, the 

term is used to describe five prevalent 

diseases which PHCCs, according to current 

regulations, follow more closely and which 
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were included as confounders in the 

statistical analyses: diabetes, hypertension, 

chronic ischaemic heart disease, asthma and 

chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. 

Triage Sorting of patients and allocation of medical 

resources by a healthcare worker based on 

medical needs and according to a 

prearranged system.11 
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Introduction 
 

Primary care and rehabilitation organization 
 

Both in Sweden and in many other countries, healthcare is provided at different 
levels. Primary care is intended for first-line care for the majority of healthcare 
conditions, including most musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs), while secondary 
hospital-based care is intended for those patients whose health needs are such 
that primary care providers have referred them onwards, as well as for those 
with certain acute conditions.12 Primary care often acts as gatekeeper for the 
more specialized resources available at hospitals or can be seen as the doorway 
to the world of healthcare.9 

During recent years, much of European primary care has been hard pressed to 
meet the demands and needs of the population it is meant to serve with available 
resources.9, 13 Regardless of whether the national healthcare system is tax-
financed or insurance-financed, large groups of patients have been finding 
difficulties accessing appropriate care within acceptable time limits.9 The reasons 
can be several – for example: ageing populations, insufficient availability of 
healthcare providers, higher health expectations in some patient groups and 
inadequate management of patients’ healthcare needs. This last aspect is within 
the jurisdiction of the healthcare organization and optimizing care is, therefore, 
the target of many projects and reforms. 

In Sweden, primary care and rehabilitation services are organized regionally 
with a number of different management and compensation systems and sets of 
regulations, all of which are based on national laws (for example: the healthcare 
law (HSL 2017:30), the law regarding system of choice for healthcare (LOV 
2008:962) for both primary care (Vårdval primärvård) and primary care 
rehabilitation (Vårdval rehab), and the patient law (2014:821)). The common 
ground is a publicly financed system with varying options for both publicly and 
privately managed healthcare providers, as well as regulations regarding those 
providers who do not receive public financing.  

Swedish primary care is often offered at primary healthcare centres (PHCCs), at 
which can be found several general practitioners (GPs) and other healthcare 
professionals. In some regions, such as Västra Götaland where the studies in this 
thesis take place, all inhabitants are required to be registered at a PHCC, which 
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then takes responsibility for the primary healthcare needs of its own patients and 
receives economic compensation principally for the number of registered 
patients from the regional authorities. Healthcare visits are subsidized by 
regional taxes, but patients pay a nominal amount per visit up to a maximum 
limit per year, after which visits are free. 

Rehabilitation services can be offered at primary care-oriented units directly 
accessible to appropriate patients in the community and at hospital-based units, 
which offer treatment for admitted patients or for specific groups of patients. 
There is no referral requirement to see a physiotherapist in Sweden. Nor are 
there any economic incentives to acquire a referral from a physician before 
initiating physiotherapist treatment. Cost per visit for the patient is subsidized, 
as for PHCCs, and is included in the maximum payment limit for all healthcare 
visits per year. 

Primary care-oriented rehabilitation services are frequently located separately 
from PHCCs, especially in larger urban areas. Swedish rehabilitation has its own 
organization, financing systems and is governed by a separate set of regulations. 
In Region Västra Götaland, rehabilitation providers are principally compensated 
per visit by the regional authorities. This separation of standard primary care and 
rehabilitation services and the different compensation regulations can create 
difficulties regarding professional cooperation over organizational boundaries.14, 

15  

 

Musculoskeletal disorders within primary care 
 

Musculoskeletal disorders include all types of health problems related to 
muscles, joints and associated supporting tissues.4 The term covers everything 
from acute injuries to chronic widespread pain.5 Some of these conditions heal 
by themselves, others require treatment. Some can be treated within primary 
care, others need more specialized care.  Most are painful, creating problems 
for individuals in their daily lives and in their work and free-time activities.4, 16 
Those MSDs seen within primary care are seldom life-threatening or the result 
of severe acute trauma. More common are lower intensity muscle and joint 
symptoms in all parts of the body, both chronic and with recent debut, caused 
by minor injuries, overexertion, life-style factors and/or connected to 
degenerative and other illnesses.17, 18 
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Impact of musculoskeletal disorders 
Patients seek primary care for a vast array of different health conditions and 
problems. For many years, one of the largest patient groups has been MSD-
related with estimates of 14-17% of all primary care visits falling into this 
category.19, 20 A recent study found that over a 7-year period 39% of all 
registered patients in one region of Sweden consulted primary care at some 
point for MSD.21 According to the Global Burden of Disease study, prevalence 
of MSDs is steadily increasing around the world.22 Approximately 15-20% of 
the global population, at a given time, suffers from some form of MSD.22 The 
burden of health disorders is often measured in years lived with disability and 
years of lost life due to the disorder. MSDs are seldom fatal but are major 
contributors to years lived with disability. An approximate 20% increase 
worldwide in years lived with disability due to MSD can be seen from 2006 to 
2016.22 Low back pain, in particular, has been identified as one of the largest 
causes of years lived with disability in higher income countries.22, 23 This leads to 
considerable utilization of healthcare resources. A Swiss study found that MSDs 
accounted for 13% of total healthcare expenditure in Switzerland.24 MSDs often 
occur among the working population leading to high levels of sick-leave and 
production loss.25, 26 The economic impact of production loss due to MSD may 
be as high as 2% of the gross domestic product in Europe.27, 28 In Sweden, the 
number of initiated cases with sickness benefits from the Social Insurance Agency 
for musculoskeletal diagnoses for the years 2005-2014 was approximately 
100 000 cases per year or 2-3% of the working population.29 MSD is the major 
cause of 25-27% of all initiated cases with sickness benefits.29 The need to 
optimize the management of MSDs to attempt to reduce the impact of MSDs is 
evident. 

 

Management of musculoskeletal disorders  
 

Secondary/primary care 
Management of MSD in secondary care focuses on acute care at emergency 
departments and specialized care within several disciplines – for example 
orthopaedics, neurology and rheumatology. Emergency departments have a 
relatively long history of sorting patients based on the severity of their 
conditions, a management system known as triaging.11, 30 A medically trained 
triage worker, often a nurse, makes a first assessment of the patient’s condition 
on arrival. Life-threatening and serious injuries and illnesses are treated first. 
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Patients with conditions which can be treated within primary care have, 
therefore, low priority at the emergency department. These patients may need 
to wait considerably longer for assessment or they may be referred to primary 
care for treatment.31 In Sweden, patients seen in specialist clinics within 
secondary care have often been referred from primary care for assessment and 
treatment of conditions which could not be handled satisfactorily within primary 
care. As all these patients have already had a first medical assessment, the 
referrals are usually handled in order of arrival. Some departments may use 
physiotherapists to give the first internal assessment for certain common patient 
groups.32-34 Primary physiotherapist assessment has been shown to have 
comparable validity to those of physicians at a variety of levels within secondary 
care and even regarding referrals to secondary care.34-40 It has also been seen to 
contribute to a more efficient flow of patients through emergency departments 
and to and through orthopaedic departments.32, 34, 40  

Within primary care, standard praxis is to offer an initial consultation with a GP 
for all types of healthcare conditions. In some places, a nurse will make a first 
assessment and book appointments. In other cases, it is first come, first served. 
MSDs seen within primary care have varying levels of urgency. Some require 
immediate treatment, others repeated contact and yet others merely a non-
urgent assessment at a suitable time. It is not unusual with longer waiting times 
for treatment in primary care than at emergency departments.18, 41 Waiting times 
are often measured in days or weeks at the former and in hours or minutes at 
the latter.18, 34 Within primary care rehabilitation, it is customary for most 
patients to be booked for consultations in order of contact without necessarily 
prioritizing based on the nature or severity of symptoms. 

Many kinds of MSD can be handled satisfactorily within primary care and 
primary care rehabilitation.42-44 However, in some cases, patients are not aware 
of this competence, do not understand the nature/severity of their condition or 
are not prepared to wait for primary care to take care of them.45, 46 It is not 
uncommon for primary care to have problems with accessibility or continuity.9, 

18 These factors may contribute to increased pressure on emergency departments 
by patients with conditions which could be managed satisfactorily within 
primary care, creating access problems at the emergency department for more 
appropriate patient groups.31, 41, 47, 48  

If primary care and primary care rehabilitation offer accessibility which patients 
deem to be reasonable and if it were more widely known which types and 
severities of conditions they can treat, it could help reduce waiting times and 
“double work” at emergency departments, reduce wasted time for patients and 
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lead to direct appropriate treatment for certain patient groups at a more optimal 
level.31, 41, 45, 47  

 

GP/physiotherapist 
GPs and physiotherapists stand for different aspects of the assessment and 
treatment process regarding MSD. Standard management of healthcare 
conditions seen within primary care involves an initial assessment by a GP, who 
either treats the condition independently or refers onward to other care-givers 
or assessors. GPs have a broader medical background, likely allowing them to 
diagnose symptoms of non-MSD origin more easily than physiotherapists.  GPs 
take the medical responsibility for management of MSDs including screening for 
serious illness and non-MSD conditions, prescription of appropriate medication, 
assessment of need for other care-givers, referrals for radiological examinations, 
provision of sick-notes and coordination of complex healthcare needs.49, 50 
Patients with MSD are often referred to physiotherapists by GPs. A British study 
found that more than 70% of patients with shoulder problems seen in primary 
care were referred to physiotherapy, while in the Netherlands, only 13% of 
patients with shoulder disorders were referred.51, 52 A German study found that 
more than 40% of patients seeking help for knee pain in primary care were 
referred to physiotherapy.53 While in Norway, a decreasing tendency to refer 
patients with back pain to physiotherapists has been noted with a reduction from 
70% to 40% over a 10 year period.54  

Physiotherapists can act as first or second assessors of MSD.43, 44, 55-57 
Physiotherapists provide active treatment of MSD regarding pain management, 
impaired musculoskeletal function and secondary prevention.58 They also screen 
for non-MSD conditions and assess need for non-physiotherapeutic 
rehabilitation and recommend contact with GPs and other physicians, 
occupational therapists or other professions as necessary.59 They may participate 
in coordinated rehabilitation plans with other care-givers.58 The majority of 
physiotherapists working in primary care-oriented units focus mainly on MSD. 
Accumulated clinical experience can lead to a good ability to differentiate 
between similar types of MSD, to plan appropriate treatment and to identify 
patients who have or are at risk for developing forms of MSD which require 
more intense healthcare services.60 
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Uncomplicated/complicated disorders 
A large sub-group of patients with MSD seen within primary care have low 
intense, uncomplicated conditions likely requiring only information on self-
management or short-term treatment.61, 62 It is probable that a single contact 
person within the healthcare organization and a single consultation suffices for 
many of these patients.63 Correct information about the MSD, how to handle it 
and how to reduce risk for recurrence may be more important than immediate 
pain alleviation in many of these cases.64-66 In many uncomplicated cases, the 
only services the GP may provide might be reassurance and/or a referral to 
physiotherapist.50 On the other hand, typical physiotherapist management might 
include reassurance together with specific advice on self-management and/or 
exercises to speed recovery and reduce risk for recurrence. In other words, 
there may be a group of patients seen within primary care where typical 
physiotherapist services fulfil healthcare needs to a greater extent than typical 
GP services. It has been hypothesized that overmedicalizing patients may lead to 
worse prognosis.67, 68 If the group with uncomplicated disorders were only to 
see a GP, there is, perhaps, a greater chance that more emphasis would be placed 
on pain alleviation than on self-management and secondary prevention, possibly 
leading to dependency on healthcare providers or higher recurrence rates.66 
Several of these reflections and unconfirmed hypotheses will be the subject 
matter of this thesis. 

Another sub-group of patients with MSD with slightly more complicated 
conditions or life situations have need of GP services because of severity, 
comorbidity, work situation and/or need of referred investigations.50, 64, 69 These 
patients have also good effect of physiotherapy contact regarding self-
management, non-pharmacological pain alleviation and secondary prevention.50, 

64, 69 It is unknown how the order of contact with these professions may affect 
symptoms and clinical course. 

A third sub-group have complicated health conditions and/or life situations and 
are best treated by interprofessional teams, including physicians, 
physiotherapists and other healthcare professionals.70 This group needs to be 
identified and given appropriate treatment as soon as possible to minimize the 
development of long-term conditions, if initial unidisciplinary treatment has had 
insufficient effect.68 
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Early/late initiation of treatment 
Patients commonly prefer treatment for all medical problems as soon as 
possible. Due to resource and organizational limitations, it is not always possible 
to offer immediate treatment for all patients and all conditions.9 Some studies 
have examined the effects of timing of interventions. For physiotherapy, there 
are consistent results favouring early contact and treatment regarding costs and 
utilization of medical resources, perceived pain and patient satisfaction.71-74 Early 
GP contact is continually strived for within primary care as it is correlated with 
increased patient satisfaction and reduced risk for adverse events.75 

 

Treatment strategies 
 

Pain management 
It is common for musculoskeletal pain to be treated with drugs.76 There are 
many forms, strengths and combinations of pain medication which can be varied 
and individually adapted from general recommendations and can be, for the 
patient, a relatively effortless method of achieving the desired result of pain 
reduction or elimination.76-78 The majority of drug prescriptions are issued in 
primary care.79 Clinical guidelines recommend the least potent drugs which give 
satisfactory effect, especially for long term use.50, 66 Individual consideration of 
medicinal needs and prescription of medication are the prerogative of the 
physician. Many patients have uncomplicated medicinal needs, especially for 
conditions with recent debut. These needs may be filled by prescription-free 
analgesics and advice from a pharmacist, a nurse or, sometimes, by a 
physiotherapist with adequate training.80-82 

Pain can also be treated without medication. Non-pharmaceutical pain 
management is recommended as first-line treatment in recent international 
guidelines for spinal disorders.50, 66, 68 Exercise is the treatment method with 
strongest evidence for MSDs.17, 66 The cause of the pain is often mechanical and 
can be treated immediately with exercise, manual techniques, external support 
or advice on modified load.17 It can also possibly be affected on a long-term basis 
by exercise, change in posture, work positions or workload. There are other 
non-pharmaceutical methods for reducing pain such as acupuncture, 
transcutaneous nerve stimulation, laser and other forms of electrotherapy with 
varying degrees of evidence of effectiveness.17, 66, 76 The use of heat, cooling, 
massage, taping, relaxation training or circulatory exercises can also reduce pain 
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sensations.17 These non-pharmaceutical methods are all primarily the tools of 
the physiotherapist rather than the GP.58  

Specific education about the condition and advice on self-management can often 
reduce concern and unnecessary escalation of pain and other symptoms and can 
be delivered by either GPs or physiotherapists or other healthcare 
professionals.17, 66, 83 Information and reassurance are recommended as first-line 
treatment for spinal disorders.50, 66, 68 

 

Impaired function 
MSDs frequently lead to impaired musculoskeletal function. GPs often give 
general advice about staying active or taking walks.50 Physiotherapists often give 
specific advice about activities which should be increased, decreased or amended 
to reduce the impairment.58 Specific advice and supervision regarding the choice 
of exercise, as well as dosage and execution, aimed at reducing the functional 
impairment have often positive effect on regaining function.17 Several of the 
physiotherapeutic treatment methods listed under Pain management can be 
implemented to increase function as well.17  

 

Coordination of services 
Patients with complicated health or life situations may need help from a variety 
of different care-givers and professions or help on repeated occasions. 
Management of these patients is usually the responsibility of the GP.12, 50 
Multimodal team treatment has been shown to have good effect on this group of 
patients.17, 76, 84 When this is not available or is inappropriate, the GP has 
responsibility for referring to and coordinating different interventions.12 As one 
of the professions involved in this process, the physiotherapist often participates 
in coordinated treatment plans.58 

 

Secondary prevention 
It is important for the healthcare organization to manage conditions in ways that 
reduce the development of chronicity or periodic symptom recurrence. MSDs 
are a group of conditions which are especially prone to these developments.85, 86 
Primary prevention of many MSDs, as well as many other lifestyle-related 
conditions, includes staying active, exercising regularly, maintaining normal 
weight, not smoking, and leading a lifestyle without undue physical or 
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psychological burden.87 Secondary prevention needs to be investigated more 
extensively, but many of the abovementioned factors likely continue to play 
important roles. Diversity of MSDs may impede useful research. A recent 
review found evidence that stratified treatment reduces long-term disability in 
patients with MSD.88 For low-risk patients, simple educational messages seem 
to suffice while medium-risk patients require additional physical activation 
programs and high-risk patients both physical and cognitive-behavioural 
programs.88 Most research has focused on low back pain, as it is the most 
prevalent MSD.22 Promising attempts have been made during recent years to 
stratify patients with low back pain, so that management and treatment can be 
planned and followed up to achieve more specific results regarding need for 
treatment, chronicity and recurrence.63 

 

Triage principles 
 

Triage comes from the French word triage which means “to sort”. It has been 
used in healthcare contexts for over 100 years.11 During the last century, the 
term has been used extensively within secondary care with systems such as 
Manchester Triage or the Rapid Emergency Triage and Treatment System 
(RETTS) being implemented in emergency departments.30, 89 Triage refers to 
the sorting of patients and allocation of medical resources by a healthcare worker 
based on medical needs and according to a prearranged system.11 

 

Triage in primary care 
Primary care has not traditionally used triaging as standard management 
practice. Primary care units have, often, been fairly small, with perhaps only 
one or a few general practitioners.9 In Sweden, it is common, nowadays, with 
larger clinics with many practicing GPs and other healthcare professionals. 
Accessibility and continuity are continual challenges. PHCCs with many 
thousands of registered patients may find themselves in the position of not being 
able to provide GP contact for all patients who seek help within reasonable 
waiting times.9 Swedish healthcare has been assessed to have relatively good 
quality and efficiency in international comparisons but has somewhat lower 
ranking regarding accessibility, care process and waiting times.90, 91 Sweden has 
a low average number of primary care visits both per capita and per GP in 
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comparison with other western countries.92, 93 National assessments show slowly 
decreasing access rates to GPs in primary care from 2012 to 2017.90 

Accessibility and waiting times are problems with which emergency 
departments have long contended. Just as triaging facilitates the flow of patients 
through the emergency department, it is possible that a triage system developed 
for primary care may, among other aspects, contribute to easing the burden of 
low access.30, 89 Triaging systems developed for distinguishing between life-
threatening and less severe conditions at emergency departments cannot not be 
applied directly to the conditions normally seen in primary care. However, an 
adapted model may provide adequate alternative management for particular 
groups of patients.  

Patients with MSDs are an example of a patient group possibly suitable for 
alternative management. Patients with non-complicated, moderately 
complicated and complicated MSDs have varying degrees of required healthcare, 
but, for all, it is advantageous with early contact with a physiotherapist.73, 94 Only 
the latter two require GP services. From a healthcare organization perspective, 
it is, therefore, more logical to have physiotherapists make the initial assessment, 
referring to GPs when necessary. The possibilities of developing more optimal 
pathways through the healthcare organization by using the competences of all 
available professions should be examined to improve management of patients 
with prevalent conditions. Changes in areas of responsibility should be combined 
with investigations of how these changes affect all stakeholders.  

Few studies have compared the effects of providing the physiotherapist 
consultation in primary care before contact with a GP. Ludvigsson and Enthoven 
found good patient satisfaction, low need of subsequent GP assessment and no 
adverse events when a physiotherapist was the initial contact.44 Frogner et al 
found significant reductions in opioid prescriptions, in radiological 
examinations, and visits to the emergency department, as well as diverging cost 
distributions when physiotherapists were the primary assessors of low back 
pain.57 Goodwin and Hendrick found clinical improvements (including health-
related quality of life (HRQoL)), cost reductions and no adverse events.43 None 
of these were, however, randomized trials. 

Patients are not always aware that they can or should seek a physiotherapist 
directly for their current health problem, nor are there established clear 
guidelines about when it is appropriate to seek help directly from a 
physiotherapist. A national investigation by the Swedish Association of 
Physiotherapists in 2011 found that almost half of the Swedish population was 
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unaware or unsure of referral requirements to see a physiotherapist.95 In 
Sweden, there is no economical or regulatory incentive to see a physician before 
commencing physiotherapist treatment. Despite this, there is a strong tradition 
of seeking a first assessment by a physician. In order to optimize the flow of 
patients through the healthcare system, it is imperative that all involved 
professional groups understand the capabilities of other professionals and 
cooperate to guide patients according to their needs, wishes and available 
resources. Organized interprofessional collaboration should be an integral 
component of management systems that shift responsibility from one profession 
to another, to ensure that early needs from physicians after triaging to other 
professions are met without unreasonable delays. This should also reduce the 
risk that potential inadequate management should go unnoticed. 
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Rationale for thesis 
 

Physiotherapists and GPs play different roles in the management of MSD within 
primary care. It is possible that, by reversing the order in which each profession 
traditionally plays its part and by structuring forms of interprofessional 
collaboration, advantages may be discovered for all or some of the stake-holders 
in the treatment of MSD.  

The majority of the population, both globally and in Sweden, suffers from MSD 
at some point in their lives.22, 96 Besides the pain and impaired function this may 
entail for the individual, both healthcare providers and financers are significantly 
affected and possible ensuing MSD-related production loss affects the whole 
community. It is important that musculoskeletal conditions are managed as 
efficiently as possible and with as optimal effect as possible in order to reduce 
suffering quickly, minimize development of recurrent or chronic conditions and 
reduce the demand for limited healthcare resources which are needed for a 
variety of other conditions while, at the same time, avoiding any unreasonable 
risks for the patients. 

There are a number of studies indicating favourable health effects of early 
physiotherapist contact for various specific MSDs but few examining the effect 
of physiotherapist assessment before contact with a GP.71, 73, 97 It is unknown 
whether such management has any effect on the progress of health conditions in 
the short or long term, whether it affects the need for healthcare or patients’ 
attitudes towards management of their conditions, or how it affects resource 
distribution and utilization. Nor is it known whether this form of management 
is cost-effective. This thesis will investigate all these aspects regarding the effects 
of triaging patients with MSDs directly to physiotherapists in primary care. 

  

Rationale
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Aims 
 

The overall aim of this thesis is to describe the development of a triage model 
for primary care with focus on patients with MSDs and to assess the effects of 
the model on patients, on the primary care organization, as well as the associated 
societal effects. 

 

Specific aims 
 

The specific aims were: 

• To describe the development process of a triage model for primary care 
and examine its effects on access, efficiency, work environment and 
patient satisfaction (Paper I). 

• To investigate whether triaging patients with MSDs directly to 
physiotherapists affects utilization of medical services for MSD and 
whether the effects vary between different sub-groups of MSDs (Paper 
II). 

• To determine whether triaging patients with MSDs to physiotherapists 
affects the health outcomes pain, disability, health-related quality of life 
and risk for developing chronic conditions differently than standard 
management with initial assessment by GPs (Paper III). 

• To investigate whether triaging to physiotherapists affects patients’ 
attitudes of responsibility for MSD differently than standard 
management with initial assessment by GPs (Paper III). 

• To determine whether direct triaging to physiotherapists is a cost-
efficient management model in primary care from a societal perspective 
(Paper IV). 
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Methods 
 

All the included studies in this thesis were pragmatic with the study populations 
drawn from the clinical environment at participating PHCCs. During the years 
the thesis covers (2007-2018), a total reorganization of first primary care and 
then, later, primary care rehabilitation, in the region, completely changed the 
conditions under which healthcare was provided to the community (Choice of 
care reform – primary care (Vårdval primärvård) 2009 and Choice of care 
reform – rehabilitation (Vårdval rehab) 2014). Central directives and 
regulations affected which professions might or must be present at PHCCs and 
rehabilitation centres, as well as how both were financed and led to the 
establishment of many new clinics. This affected the possibilities of having 
physiotherapists stationed at PHCCs as regulations changed and affected how 
profitable different management systems became as competition increased and 
compensation systems developed over time. 

 

Study populations 
 

In Paper I, the study population under focus was primarily personnel of all 
professions at one PHCC in Gothenburg, Sweden. This PHCC was located in an 
area with inhabitants with relatively low socioeconomic and health resources. 
Many of the registered patients were first and second-generation immigrants 
with considerable language and cultural barriers to complete integration. In this 
area, many people have had earlier traumatic experiences, the unemployment 
rate was high and current employment tended to be physically demanding. 
Because the demographics of the area affected health needs, the PHCC had a 
tradition of hiring many allied healthcare professionals (AHP) in addition to GPs 
and nurses. It had, however, severe difficulties in maintaining a full complement 
of GPs and ensuring continuity among them. There was greater employment 
stability among non-physicians at the PHCC. At the time the development 
process of the triage model was initiated, there were GPs, physiotherapists, an 
occupational therapist, psychologists, counsellors, nurses, district nurses, child 
health care nurses, a dietician, and administrative personnel employed at the 
PHCC.  

Methods
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Paper II was based on a retrospective case-control study, where the intervention 
group consisted of patients who had sought help for MSDs at the same PHCC as 
above, during a two-year period after the introduction of the triage model, and 
who had been triaged to an initial assessment by a physiotherapist. The triage 
nurses had been instructed to book all patients with MSD with no symptoms 
indicating serious pathology to physiotherapists. Patients of working-age and 
with symptoms with recent debut were to get priority if the demand was high. 
The control group was a similar patient group seeking help for similar MSDs, 
during the same time period, at another PHCC in Gothenburg with a similar 
demographic spread among registered patients.  

Inclusion criteria: Working-age, between 16 and 64 years. Both genders. 
Seeking help for MSD at the participating clinic between March 2008 and 
February 2010. Exclusion criteria: Patients who had consulted a GP at the 
PHCC for the same condition during the month preceding the triage visit were 
excluded, as were patients who were booked to physiotherapists based on other 
factors than assessment by the triage nurses.  

The intervention group was significantly younger, had fewer comorbidities, 
consisted of a larger proportion of men and of a larger proportion with back 
conditions than the control group (Table 1). 

In Papers III and IV, three PHCCs in Gothenburg with diverging socioeconomic 
demographics, to attain representativity for the urban Swedish population, 
participated in an RCT. All PHCCs had worked according to the triage model 
for at least 3 years. Patients seeking help for MSDs at these PHCCs were assessed 
as suitable for triaging directly to physiotherapist by triage nurses and then 
randomized to initial assessments by either a physiotherapist or a GP and 
followed for one year regarding their health conditions, self-reported sick-leave 
and the contacts and services received from the healthcare organization. 

Inclusion criteria: Working-age, between 16 and 67 years. (The upper age limit 
was raised for this study to reflect recent changes in Sweden regarding the right 
to continue working until 67 years of age.) Both genders. Sufficient command 
of Swedish or English to fill out the questionnaires. Seeking primary care for 
MSD. Assessed by triage nurses as suitable for direct triaging to physiotherapists. 
Exclusion criteria: Ongoing treatment for the current MSD with relevant 
healthcare consultations during the preceding month. Chronic MSD with 
unchanged symptoms the latest 3 months and had already tested physiotherapy 
for this condition. Primary need for home visits or medical aids.  
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Participants in the RCT had comparable demographics between groups (Table 
1). 
 
Table 1. Descriptive statistics for study participants.  
 

 PAPER II PAPERS III & IV 

 Intervention Control P Intervention Control P  
Cases  
n  

482 1436  28 27  

Mean age  
(SD) 

34.8  
(11.5) 

41.1 
(12.2) 

<0.001 39.1  
(2.4) 

39.0 
(2.5) 

0.992 

Gender  
nmale (%) 

232 
(48.1) 

578 
(40.3) 

0.002 13  
(46.4) 

9  
(33.3) 

0.331 

Somatic 
comorbiditiesa  
n (%) 

64  
(13.3) 

354 
(24.7) 

<0.001 4  
(14.3) 

3  
(11.1) 

0.730 

Depression  
n (%) 

85  
(17.6) 

369 
(25.7) 

<0.001 3  
(10.7) 

4  
(14.8) 

0.656 

Back disorders 
n (%) 

196  
(40.7) 

401 
(27.9) 

<0.001 10  
(35.7) 

9  
(33.3) 

0.856 

aSomatic comorbidities included any of the diseases diabetes, hypertension, ischaemic heart 
disease, asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. There was no comparable study 
population in Paper I. 

 

Triage model development 
 

A reorganization at a PHCC with a problematic work environment was 
undertaken aiming to increase access to the PHCC and utilize the competences 
among the personnel already in place more efficiently (Paper I). Problems 
included shortage of GPs, high turnover of personnel (primarily GPs), difficulty 
booking patients and stress among nurses who continually faced dissatisfied 
patients. A major difficulty which the AHP experienced was that patients were 
referred to them by the GPs relatively late after initiated treatment. The 
reorganization resulted in a model for triaging all patients to the most 
appropriate profession for initial assessment. All personnel were involved in the 
development process and were inspired to solve the problems which they 
experienced in daily working conditions. Regular meetings were held to support 
the development process and solve any difficulties. The management gave full 
support and were engaged in detail in developing a more functional work 
environment. Initially, triaging to AHP (physiotherapists, occupational 
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therapist, psychologists and counsellors) was tested. Considerable feedback and 
support were provided to the triage nurses until both nurses and AHP were 
satisfied with the patient flow. New areas were gradually included in the triaging 
until all sections of the healthcare centre participated. Patients in need of initial 
GP services were triaged to either a same-day drop-in reception or to planned 
consultations within one or two weeks depending on the nature of the condition. 

Regarding triaging to physiotherapists, detailed flow charts were constructed to 
aid the triage nurses in their decision-making. After an introduction period, 
these were no longer necessary and were, instead, included in a manual covering 
all patient groups seen at the PHCC. This structured manual is updated, as 
necessary, and has been used to implement the triage model at other PHCCs. 
The manual describes symptoms which can indicate serious pathology to help 
nurses determine which patients should be booked to which professions and how 
specific conditions should be managed. Adjustments were made as to number 
and length of visits to available professions based on capacity and mean demand. 
A system for quick consultations with a GP by AHP, when necessary, after 
triaged visits was organized.  

As positive effects were noted, the model spread first to a few nearby publicly 
financed PHCCs and was later adopted as policy for the publicly financed PHCC 
organization in the whole region (Närhälsan, Region Västra Götaland). This has 
led to a gradual increase, over the last several years, in the number of PHCCs 
actively working according to the triage model and may provide a broader base 
for future assessments of the effects of the model. 

 

Triage model assessment 
 

As part of this thesis, the triage model has been assessed regarding its effects on 
access rates, efficient use of personnel, patient and personnel satisfaction and the 
proportion of patients triaged to AHP who were in immediate need of GP 
services after the triage consultation (Paper I). An analysis of whether triaging 
to physiotherapists affected patients’ continued utilization of medical services 
was performed (Paper II) and the effects on patients’ health and attitudes were 
examined (Paper III). Lastly, a cost-effectiveness analysis was undertaken (Paper 
IV). 
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Paper I 
Access rates to the PHCC after the triage model was introduced were compared 
to those of the previous year. Total rate for the PHCC and rates for each 
involved profession were compared. Patients with active contact with the PHCC 
received questionnaires regarding satisfaction and experienced access six and ten 
months after the introduction of the triage model. Personnel experiences and 
satisfaction with the work environment were examined via questionnaires six 
months after the introduction. The booking rate to AHP, who were now first 
assessors, was followed, as was the proportion of patients deemed in need of GP 
services directly after the initial triage consultation to AHP. 

 

Paper II 
The nurses at the PHCC, where the triage model was developed, were able to 
triage a large group of patients to physiotherapists for initial assessment. Once 
the triage model had been in place for three years, a retrospective study, using 
the medical records, examined patterns of health care utilization for patients 
who had been initially triaged to physiotherapists and compared them to those 
of patients with similar musculoskeletal disorders at another PHCC, where 
standard management practice with initial assessment by a GP was in effect. The 
relative frequency of visits to GPs, of referrals to radiological examinations and 
specialist consultations within secondary care, of sick-note provision and of 
prescriptions for pain medication were calculated for one year following each 
patient’s initial visit for MSD. Consultation frequency to physiotherapists was 
not available for the control group due to the organizational separation between 
standard rehabilitation and primary care services.  

 

Paper III 
A randomized controlled trial (RCT) was conducted at three PHCCs, where the 
triage model was well established. The design was pragmatic requiring clinically 
active triage nurses with, for the most part, no research experience to identify 
and recruit participants for the study from those whom they assessed suitable for 
triaging to physiotherapists. Participants were then randomized to an initial 
consultation with either a physiotherapist or a GP. The care-giver was unaware 
of study participation and the study protocol did not dictate treatment or 
management details, other than determining the profession of the initial 
assessor. The participants received questionnaires regarding their health 
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conditions and attitudes before the inclusion visit. These were also sent home at 
2, 12, 26 and 52 weeks. One or two reminders were sent out as necessary. The 
questionnaires examined current pain, mean pain level the latest 3 months, 
functional disability, health-related quality of life (HRQoL), risk for developing 
chronic conditions and attitudes of responsibility for MSD. 

 

Paper IV 
The RCT described under Paper III also investigated healthcare utilization and 
sick-leave due to MSD via patient diaries and, when appropriate, through the 
medical records. This data was used, in combination with changes in HRQoL 
over time, to perform a cost-effectiveness analysis. Costs for healthcare services 
and visits were obtained from the healthcare organization. Mean population 
incomes were used to calculate production loss in connection with sick-leave 
and healthcare visits. Incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (ICERs) were 
calculated from both societal (including production loss) and healthcare 
perspectives (including only healthcare costs). Probability of cost-efficiency at 
different willingness-to-pay levels was determined by constructing a cost-
efficiency acceptability curve.  

 

Variables 
 

The background and outcome variables examined in the included studies are 
listed in Tables 2 and 3. 

 

Background variables 
Social (age, gender, whether the participant was born in Sweden) and health-
related (comorbidities, triage reason, disorder duration) information was 
collected at baseline for the two controlled studies in this thesis (Papers II, III 
and IV). These variables were used as possible confounders in the statistical 
analyses to ensure comparable groups, thereby permitting relevant 
interpretation of the results. Presence of five endemic somatic diseases was 
checked for specifically - diabetes, hypertension, ischaemic heart disease, asthma 
and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. Prevalence was low in both studies 
and so all five were combined under one term (labelled background illness in 
Paper II and somatic comorbidities in Papers III and IV). Depression was 
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considered a possible confounder in both studies. In Paper II, patients were 
counted as depressed if they had a depression diagnosis in their medical records. 
In Papers III and IV, depression was measured at baseline with the Hospital 
Anxiety and Depression Score (HADS).98 Levels greater than 8 on the 
depression subscale were assessed as positive for a depression diagnosis. 

 

Table 2. Background variables in the studies included in the thesis. 

 PAPER II PAPER III PAPER IV 

Age X X X 

Gender X X X 

Somatic comorbiditiesa X X X 

Depression X X X 

Triage reason X X X 

Disorder duration X   

Country of birth  X X 
aSomatic comorbidities included any of the diseases diabetes, hypertension, ischaemic heart 
disease, asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. There was no comparable study 
population in Paper I. 

 

Measured/calculated outcome variables 
In Paper I, the difference in access rates to the PHCC and to each profession 
before and after the introduction of the triage model were the primary 
outcomes. The proportion of triage visits to AHP, which were independently 
managed in the initial phase, was also calculated. In Papers II and IV, the number 
of healthcare visits and services and the number of MSD-related sick-days were 
counted. In Paper IV, these count variables were then linked to appropriate cost 
levels. 

 

Patient-reported outcome measures 
There were several patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs) used in the 
RCT. PROMs are usually questionnaires aimed at capturing the individual’s 
perception of their own health situation.99 Current pain and mean pain the latest 
3 months were measured with numerical rating scales (NRS) marked from 0 (no 
pain) to 10 (worst possible pain).100 Functional disability was measured with the 
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Table 3. Outcome variables included in the thesis.  

 PAPER I PAPER II PAPER III PAPER IV 

MEASURED/CALCULATED 

VARIABLES 

    

Access rate PHCC X    

Access rate/profession X    

Proportion independently 

managed by AHP 

X    

GP visits  X  X 

Physiotherapist visits    X 

Referrals  X  X 

Prescriptions  X  X 

Costs visits/services    X 

Sick-leave (production loss)  X  X 

Production loss healthcare 

visits 

   X 

Unpaid work compensation    X 

Adverse events X  X X 

PROMs     

Current pain   X  

Mean pain 3 months   X  

Functional disability   X  

Health-related quality of life   X X 

Risk for chronicity   X  

Attitudes of responsibility   X  

PREMs     

Patient satisfaction X    

Staff satisfaction X    

PHCC=primary healthcare centre. AHP=allied healthcare professional. GP=general practitioner, 
PROMs=patient-reported outcome measures. PREMs=patient-reported experience measures. 

 

Disability Rating Index (DRI).101 DRI describes 12 activities of increasing 
difficulty, each with a 100 mm long line where the level of difficulty is marked 
between the endpoints “no difficulty” and “cannot perform”. A mean value is 
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calculated for each participant with higher values indicating increasing 
dysfunction. Euroqol 5 dimensions-3L (EQ5D) was used to measure HRQoL.102 
EQ5D consists of 2 sections. The first contains 5 questions concerning mobility, 
self-care, usual activities, pain/discomfort and anxiety/depression with 3 
choices indicating level of difficulty/intensity. The responses to these questions 
are transformed to a single index value between -0.205 and +1, using the Dolan 
tariff.103 Here, 1 indicates perfect health, 0 indicates a level comparable with 
death and negative values correspond to states worse than death. The second 
section of the EQ5D questionnaire consists of a visual analogue scale (VAS) 
where current overall health state is indicated between 0 and 100. To determine 
risk for developing chronic musculoskeletal pain, the Örebro Musculoskeletal 
Pain Screening Questionnaire (ÖMPSQ) was used.104 This PROM consists of 21 
questions regarding present and past health state, pain, ability, activity level and 
expectations for recovery. The responses are compiled into a single score 
between 3 and 210, where scores below 90 are considered low risk, above 105 
high risk and in-between medium risk.  

Participant attitudes towards MSD were examined with the Attitudes regarding 
Responsibility for Musculoskeletal disorders scale (ARM).105 ARM determines 
level of externalization of responsibility with higher scores indicating higher 
levels of externalization. The questionnaire consists of 4 subscales: the 
Responsibility Employers (RE) subscale examines the extent to which the 
individual places responsibility for the MSD on employers; the Responsibility 
Medical Professionals (RMP) subscale shows the amount of responsibility placed 
on healthcare clinicians; the Responsibility Out of my hands (RO) subscale 
describes the extent to which responsibility is felt to be on factors not under 
control of the individual; finally the Responsibility Self-Active (RSA) subscale 
investigates the level of own responsibility taken for musculoskeletal health. 
There are possible values between 3 and 18 for the first 3 subscales and between 
6 and 36 for the RSA subscale.  

Most of these PROMs have been used extensively in both research and clinical 
environments and all have been validity tested for patients with MSD and/or 
primary care patients.98, 100, 106-112   

 

Patient-reported experience measures 
Patient-reported experience measures (PREMs) are used to investigate patients’ 
perceptions of their personal experiences of received healthcare services.113 
Patient satisfaction was investigated 6 and 10 months after the triage model was 
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introduced at the initial PHCC with a specially developed questionnaire focusing 
on experiences regarding access and satisfaction with management of health 
conditions by all professions. Personnel satisfaction was also investigated with a 
specially developed questionnaire. Here, the focus was on changes in the work 
environment after the triage model was introduced. 

 

Statistical methods 
 

Paper I 
Descriptive statistics were compiled for the triage model development study. 
Percentage increase in number of visits to the PHCC, as a whole, and to each 
profession were calculated, comparing 6 months (for the PHCC as a whole and 
for GPs and nurses; 10 months for AHPs) after introduction of the triage model 
with the same period the previous year. Proportion of triage consultations with 
AHP which required immediate GP services was calculated for the whole AHP 
group and separately for the psychosocial clinicians (psychologists and 
counsellors) and the somatic clinicians (physiotherapists and occupational 
therapist). Percentages were calculated for the various possible replies to patient 
and personnel experience questionnaires. 

 

Paper II 
The number of GP visits for the actual MSD, the number of relevant referrals, 
prescriptions and GP-recommended sick-days were counted. All count variables 
(the total number of each outcome) were converted to categorical variables 
(whether the outcome was present or not for each case). Comorbidities were 
categorized as somatic or depression. Binomial logistic regression analysis was 
employed to compare the group triaged to physiotherapists with the group 
receiving standard care. The regression analyses were adjusted for age, gender, 
somatic comorbidities and depression. Odds ratios (OR) with 95% confidence 
intervals (CI) were calculated for GP visits, referrals, prescriptions and sick-days 
for all patients with MSD, as well as for sub-groups according to disorder 
location and duration. Statistical significance level was set to p<0,05. All 
available patients at the participating PHCCs fulfilling the inclusion criteria were 
included so no power analysis was performed. 
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Paper III 
The power analysis for the RCT regarding health aspects was based on a clinically 
relevant difference between intervention and control groups of 1 unit on NRS 
for current pain with a significance level of p<0.05 and a power level of 80%. 
It was estimated that 63 participants per group would be needed. Recruitment 
to the study was, however, discontinued early when a planned reorganization 
threatened continued placement of physiotherapists at the participating clinics. 
It was hypothesized that the largest difference between groups might be at the 
12-week follow-up. Mean values with standard deviations (SD) were calculated 
at baseline and 12 weeks for all variables. Students T-test was used to calculate 
significance level of differences between groups for the continuous outcome 
variables and confounders. Mann-Whitney U-test was used for the dichotomised 
confounding variables. To examine the differences in trends over time, linear 
regression for repeated measurements was applied using a marginal model with 
unstructured covariance for residuals. The possible confounders age, gender, 
somatic comorbidities, depression and Swedish origin were first tested 
individually in the statistical model. Those which had a significance level of 
p>0.25 and which had <15% effect on the predicted values were excluded from 
the analysis. This statistical method, often called “mixed models for repeated 
measurements”, takes into account that each participant’s baseline value will 
affect future values. It also adjusts for internal missing values and the effects of 
confounders when calculating differences between groups. 

 

Paper IV 
In a cost-effectiveness analysis, health benefits are weighed against the costs of 
achieving them. Health benefits were based on participants changing responses 
on EQ5D over time. Quality adjusted life-years (QALYs) were calculated for 
each participant by linear interpolation between measurement points for the 
EQ5D index and then combining the “areas under the curve”. Linear regression 
was used to adjust for baseline differences in HRQoL as well as for possible 
confounders age, gender, comorbidities and treatment status.114 No discounting 
was necessary as participants were followed for only 1 year. Costs for visits and 
services were determined for each participant. Costs for production loss for 
sick-leave and healthcare visits were based on mean gross wages including social 
fees. Compensation for unpaid work was based on net mean wages after tax and 
was used for healthcare visits for patients on sick-leave. Missing data was dealt 
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with by using multiple imputation. Incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (ICERs) 
were calculated from the societal and healthcare perspectives. 

ICER=ΔCosts/ΔQALYs. Non-parametric bootstrapping was used to handle 
sampling uncertainty. ICERs based on 1000 bootstrapped resamples were 
collected in a cost-effectiveness plane. A cost-effectiveness acceptability curve 
was constructed to determine probability of cost-effectiveness at different 
willingness-to-pay levels. 

 

Ethical considerations 
 

The Regional Ethical Review Board in Gothenburg, Sweden was consulted 
regarding the developmental study described in Paper I but ethical approval was 
deemed unnecessary as no health information regarding specific individuals was 
involved. The studies included in Papers II-IV were approved by the Regional 
Ethical Review Board in Gothenburg, (DNR 333-11 (2011-09-13) and DNR 
358-14 (2014-06-16) with additions T175-17 (2017-04-13) and T536-18 
(2018-07-04)). Approval and access to medical records was granted by the 
PHCC managers for the retrospective study (Paper II) according to Swedish 
National Board of Health and Welfare statute SOSFS 2008:14. Written 
informed consent was obtained by all participants in the RCT (Papers III-IV) and 
from participants who had changed PHCC during the study period for the 
retrospective study (Paper II). 
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Results 
 

Triage development process 
 

The developmental process for the triage model involved all personnel of many 
different professions creating an integrated primary care team (Paper I). 
Involvement in the developmental process created a goal-oriented atmosphere 
in which personnel spurred one another to help make the model succeed. The 
structured development and evaluation process combined with promotion of 
research and development on behalf of the management inspired several 
involved personnel to instigate their own scientific studies concerning the 
model.115, 116 The physiotherapists involved in the development were active in 
keeping the model alive and in supporting new personnel in the assessments and 
processes involved until the model was so established that it took care of itself. 

 

Effects on patients 
 

Introduction of the triage model had a multitude of effects on patients. Ease of 
booking appointments, reduction of unnecessary visits and satisfaction with the 
model were examined and found advantageous in Paper I concerning all patients 
at the PHCC. Effects on clinical course were examined in Paper III, for patients 
with MSD, with similar or more positive results found compared to standard 
management. Patient attitudes towards their conditions were also examined in 
Paper III with varying results. Utilization of subsequent healthcare services after 
triaging to physiotherapists (which possibly indicates altered need for healthcare) 
was investigated in Papers II and IV and was found to be lower after triaging to 
physiotherapists. 

For all patients listed at the PHCC where the triage model was developed, the 
change in work organization led to substantially increased access to both GPs 
and other professions (Paper I) making it easier to receive adequate healthcare 
when needed. The access rate to the whole PHCC increased by 27% during the 
first 6 months after the introduction of the triage model compared with the same 
period the previous year.  

Results
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The route to active care-provider was shortened for those primarily in need of 
treatment by AHP as they no longer needed to first see a GP and then wait for 
subsequent contact with another profession. Waiting times for triage visits were 
within 0-3 working days for physiotherapists (Papers I and III) and within a week 
for other AHP (Paper I). Those patients triaged to AHP, who were in need of 
both AHP and GP services, often had an advantage compared to patients who 
only saw a GP in that their contact with the GP was arranged and/or facilitated 
by the AHP. 

Patient experiences were investigated 6 and 10 months after the introduction of 
the triage model (Paper I). At 6 months, 47% experienced improved access to 
the PHCC. At 10 months, 96% were satisfied with the accessibility and 98% 
were satisfied with the treatment by the personnel. An absence of adverse events 
was reported in connection with AHP being first assessors in the first evaluation 
in Paper I as well as in connection with the RCT (Paper III) a few years later. 

 

Table 4. Health and attitude outcomes at 12 weeks (adapted from117).   

OUTCOME 

VARIABLE 

TRIAGED TO 

PHYSIOTHERAPIST 

MEAN (SD), N = 12 

TAU 

MEAN (SD),  

N = 13 

Pa 

Current pain 3.7 (2.7) 4.8 (3.3) 0.336 

Mean pain 4.5 (2.4) 5.5 (1.8) 0.271 

Disability 22.8 (11.4) 34.0 (23.6) 0.148 

HRQoL 0.78 (0.06) 0.72 (0.23) 0.438 

HRQoL-VAS (n=10) 71.40 (15.2) 71.1 (19.0) 0.969 

Risk for chronicity 73.6 (25.7) 86.8 (34.3) 0.291 

ARMTOTAL 39.1 (11.1) 44.2 (9.9) 0.237 

ARMRE 7.2 (4.1) 8.1 (4.4) 0.598 

ARMRMP 9.7 (5.4) 13.5 (3.9) 0.049 

ARMRO 7.6 (3.2) 7.8 (3.7) 0.852 

ARMRSA 14.7 (5.8) 14.7 (4.8) 0.990 

TAU=treatment as usual. SD=standard deviation. Current pain and Mean pain measured with 
11-point Numeric pain rating scales, Disability with Disability Rating Index, Health-related 
Quality of Life (HRQoL) with EQ5D (Euroqol 5 dimensions-3L) index and visual analogue scale 
(VAS) and Risk for chronicity with Örebro Musculoskeletal Pain Screening Questionnaire. 
ARM=Attitudes of Responsibility for Musculoskeletal disorders scale. RE=Responsibility 
Employers. RMP=Responsibility Medical Professionals. RO=Responsibility Out of my hands. 
RSA=Responsibility Self-Active. a=Students T-test. Significant differences shown in boldface. 
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Figure 1. Health outcomes over time, predicted values from 
regression analyses.117 (Y-axes adapted to appropriate scales for each 
outcome)  
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The RCT examined the health effects for patients with MSD who were triaged 
directly to physiotherapists at PHCCs (Paper III). The results showed no 
significant differences between groups for any of the studied health outcomes 12 
weeks after triaging (Table 4). However, the regression analyses examining the 
trends for health changes over one year showed consistently better levels for the 
physiotherapist group for several outcomes: current pain, mean pain the latest 
3 months, functional disability, HRQoL and risk for chronicity (Figure 1). A 
significant difference, over one year, favouring the group triaged to 
physiotherapists was found for HRQoL (Table 5) measured with EQ5D, with 
the largest difference at 26 weeks (Figure 1). The difference in functional 
disability measured with DRI was also relatively large and consistently favoured 
the group triaged to physiotherapists, although not quite reaching significance 
(Figure 1 and Table 5).  

 

Table 5. Significance levels of the regression analyses for between-
group differences over one year for health and attitude outcomes 
in the RCT. 

OUTCOME VARIABLE P 

Current pain 0.831 

Mean pain 0.168 

Disability 0.098 

HRQoL 0.014 

HRQoL-VAS 0.787 

Risk for chronicity 0.288 

ARMTOTAL 0.535 

ARMRE 0.322 

ARMRMP 0.025 

ARMRO 0.505 

ARMRSA 0.475 

Current pain and Mean pain measured with 11-point Numeric pain rating scales, Disability with 
Disability Rating Index, Health-related Quality of Life (HRQoL) with EQ5D (Euroqol 5 
dimensions-3L) index and visual analogue scale (VAS) and Risk for chronicity with Örebro 
Musculoskeletal Pain Screening Questionnaire. ARM=Attitudes of Responsibility for 
Musculoskeletal disorders scale. RE=Responsibility Employers. RMP=Responsibility Medical 
Professionals. RO=Responsibility Out of my hands. RSA=Responsibility Self-Active. Significant 
differences shown in boldface. 
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Figure 2. Attitudes of responsibility for musculoskeletal disorders 
(ARM) and subscales (Responsibility employer (RE), Responsibility 
medical professionals (RMP), Responsibility out of my hands (RO), 
Responsibility self-active (RSA)) over time, predicted values from 
regression analyses.117 (Y-axes adapted to appropriate scales for each 
subscale) 
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Attitudes of responsibility for MSD as measured with the ARM scale showed 
significantly less externalization on the responsibility for medical professions 
subscale at 12 weeks (Table 4). The regression analyses showing the trends over 
one year also showed significantly less externalization in the physiotherapist 
group on the RMP subscale with the largest difference at 12 weeks (Figure 2 and 
Table 5) However, this difference had disappeared at 26 weeks and no common 
tendencies were apparent among the total score and the different subscales. 

 

Effects on healthcare organization 
 

Effects of the triage model on the healthcare organization were investigated in 
Papers I, II and IV: access, efficiency and work environment in Paper I; 
differences in distribution of consultations and medical services in Papers II and 
IV; and cost-efficiency from the healthcare perspective in Paper IV. 

The increase in the total access rate to the PHCC (27%) was comprised of 
increases to all involved professional groups. GPs were able to take 31% more 
consultations compared with the same period the year before the introduction 
of the triage model (Paper I). The increase in GP visits was due, in part, to the 
successful recruitment of a higher number of GPs to the PHCC once the work 
environment started improving, as well as to the introduction of a drop-in 
reception to which appropriate patients were triaged. The latter led to a more 
efficient flow of patients through the PHCC with patients whose conditions did 
not require time-consuming treatment being triaged to the drop-in reception 
and patients with more demanding conditions being booked to appropriate time 
slots. Access to physiotherapists increased with 54% with no increases in 
personnel during the first ten months after the introduction of the triage model 
(Paper I). The focus on MSDs with recent debut led to short treatment periods, 
which permitted treatment of a higher number of individuals than the previous 
year. The number of new patients seen by the physiotherapists increased by 
133% the first year after the introduction of the triage model compared to the 
previous year and then continued to increase with 13-18% during each of the 
two following years (unpublished data). Access to other professions increased as 
well: to the occupational therapist by 61%, to psychologists by 57%, to 
counsellors by 20%, and to district nurses by 6% compared to the corresponding 
period the previous year (Paper I).  
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The efficiency of the system was further investigated by examining the 
proportion of patients triaged to AHP who needed immediate GP services in 
connection with the triage visit. During the first 10 months after the 
introduction of the triage model, 83% of patients triaged to AHP were managed 
independently (Paper I). An increasing trend for independent management over 
time was noted as the AHPs became accustomed to their new roles as primary 
assessors and the nurses became more accustomed to the triaging. After one 
year, 85% of triage consultations were independently managed by AHP and 89% 
were independently managed by the physiotherapists and occupational therapist 
(Figure 3) (unpublished data).  

 

 

Figure 3. Proportion triaged patients managed independently by 
allied health professionals (AHP) 

 

The work environment was affected positively by the increasing number of GPs, 
by the increased collegial cooperation, and by the increased capability to offer 
adequate healthcare to the PHCCs registered patients. The workload for the 
physiotherapists increased markedly, which led to the employment of an 
additional physiotherapist the year after the introduction of the triage model. 
The experiences of the personnel were examined 6 months after the 
introduction and were found to be predominantly positive, with 92% reporting 
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a good work environment and 75% who felt the work environment and the 
possibility of booking patients had improved as a result of the triaging (Paper I). 

Triaging patients with MSD to physiotherapists influenced the overall healthcare 
management of this patient group. Significantly fewer patients who were triaged 
to physiotherapists for initial assessment had multiple visits with their GPs 
during the year after initiated treatment compared to patients initially assessed 
by GPs, but no significant difference was found between the number of patients 
who saw a GP at least once during the year after initiated treatment (Paper II). 
The retrospective study described in Paper II also showed that significantly fewer 
patients triaged to physiotherapists received referrals for radiological 
examinations or to specialists in secondary care, fewer were prescribed pain 
medication, and fewer received sick-notes for MSD (Table 6). While these are 
all services usually provided by the GP, there was no hinder to see a GP, 
whenever necessary, even for those patients who started their treatment with a 
physiotherapist. This may indicate that those patients in need of GP services after 
triaging to physiotherapists did not require as much treatment (including 
referrals, prescriptions and sick-notes) from GPs as patients primarily managed 
by GPs.  

Sub-group analyses were also performed for patients who had MSDs in different 
bodily regions (back; neck and upper extremity; lower extremity; mixed 
regions) and for different lengths of time (acute (<12 weeks); chronic (>12 
weeks); or both acute and chronic). These analyses showed significantly less 
resource utilization for the physiotherapist group regarding referrals and 
prescriptions for all disorder and duration sub-groups. Significantly fewer 
patients in the physiotherapist group received sick-notes in all sub-groups except 
for lower extremity disorders. Significantly fewer patients with chronic 
disorders in the physiotherapist group had at least one GP visit during the 
following year. For the other sub-groups, no significant differences between 
groups were found for GP visits. It was not possible statistically to distinguish 
between multiple or total GP visits for the sub-groups. 

There were, however, large differences at baseline between groups in the 
retrospective study, with the physiotherapist-triaged group being significantly 
younger and healthier (Table 1). Age and comorbidities were factored in to the 
regression analyses to compensate for these differences. Healthcare utilization 
variables were examined again in the RCT where the randomization process 
should and did lead to comparable groups at baseline (Table 1). In this study, 
there were, again, significantly fewer patients in the physiotherapist group 
receiving referrals for MSD (Paper IV). However, no significant differences 
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were seen between the numbers of patients receiving sick-notes or prescriptions 
for pain medication, nor between the numbers of patients with contact with 
either physiotherapist or GP after the triage visit. 

 

Table 6. Healthcare utilization outcomes for patients with 
musculoskeletal disorders followed for 1 year; number of cases, 
relative proportions, non-adjusted and adjusted odds ratios for 
participating clinics (adapted from118). 

 INTERVENTION 

CLINIC 

CONTROL 

CLINIC 

P 

Cases, n (%)b 482 (73.5) 1436 (85.8)  

GP visits, n (%)c 200 (41.5) 721 (50.2) 0.001a 

Referrals, n (%)c 93 (19.3) 574 (40.0) <0.001a 

Sick-leave, n (%)c 73 (15.1) 338 (23.5) <0.001a 

Prescriptions, n (%)c 119 (24.7) 1049 (73.1) <0.001a 

 Non-adjusted 

OR (95% CI) 

 

GP visits 0.70 (0.57 - 0.87) 0.001 

Referrals 0.36 (0.28 – 0.46) <0.001 

Sick-leave 0.58 (0.44 – 0.77) <0.001 

Prescriptions 0.12 (0.10 – 0.15) <0.001 

 Adjusted 

OR (95%CI) 

 

GP visits 0.88 (0.70 – 1.09) 0.236 

Referrals 0.39 (0.30 – 0.50) <0.001 

Sick-leave 0.58 (0.44 – 0.77) <0.001 

Prescriptions 0.14 (0.11 – 0.18) <0.001 

Odds ratios (OR) presented with 95% confidence intervals (CI) with the control clinic 
representing the reference values and adjusted for age, gender, somatic comorbidity and 
depression. All outcomes are for the same disorder as at inclusion and for 1 year after inclusion: 
GP visits = number of patients who visited a GP at the clinic at least once. Referrals = number 
of patients who received at least one referral to a specialist or for an external examination. Sick-
leave = number of patients who received GP notes for sick-leave for at least one day. 
Prescriptions = number of patients who received prescriptions for analgesics from a GP at the 
clinic. aMann-Whitney U test, bnumber of cases and % of total at clinic, cnumber of cases and % 
of analyzed group within clinic. Significant differences are shown in boldface. 
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Cost-effectiveness of triaging to physiotherapists at PHCCs was examined in 
Paper IV and found to be more cost-effective than standard management with 
initial GP assessment. The ICER from the healthcare perspective (see next 
section for further details) indicated that the intervention of triaging to 
physiotherapists dominated standard management with slightly larger health 
gains achieved at lower costs for the healthcare organization. 

 

Associated societal effects 
 

Triaging to physiotherapists at PHCCs seems to affect both patients and the 
healthcare organization positively. As both concerned parties play roles in 
society at large, the effects cannot be limited to the individual patient or PHCC 
in question. The results of Papers I and II indicated that triaging to 
physiotherapists was efficient and seemed to lead to lower healthcare utilization 
for patients with MSD. This led to a large group of patients having a 
physiotherapist instead of a GP as primary assessor, freeing medical resources 
for patients with other health problems. Thus, triaging to physiotherapist may 
even influence other patient groups positively. 

In Paper III, triaging to physiotherapist seemed to lead to a more advantageous 
clinical course for patients with MSD. Larger or quicker health gains can be 
related to reduced absence from work and lower costs for the individual, the 
healthcare organization and society at large. In Paper IV (currently in manuscript 
under review so detailed results cannot be presented here), the relation between 
costs and health effects was examined in a cost-effectiveness analysis from both 
societal and healthcare (see above) perspectives. The mean total costs for the 
group triaged to physiotherapists was lower than for the group triaged to first 
assessment by GPs and mean HRQoL improved more for the physiotherapist 
group. These relative changes are usually expressed as ICERs. Cost-effectiveness 
analyses from the societal perspective include costs for production loss for sick-
leave and to attend healthcare visits, as well as compensation for unpaid work 
time to attend healthcare visits. The ICER from societal perspective showed a 
relatively large reduction in mean costs together with a small increase in mean 
QALYs. The intervention triage to physiotherapists dominated treatment as 
usual being both less expensive and leading to larger health improvements. 
Uncertainty in these results was handled by bootstrapping 1000 ICER replicates 
and mapping them on a cost-effectiveness plane, thereby demonstrating a high 
likelihood of the intervention being cost-effective. A cost-effectiveness 
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acceptability curve was then constructed which showed a high likelihood of cost-
effectiveness at all willingness-to-pay levels.  
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Discussion 
 

Discussion of results 
 

The studies in this thesis have shown many positive effects of triaging patients 
with MSD directly to physiotherapists in primary care. Access, efficiency, 
patient satisfaction, health effects, utilization of healthcare resources and cost-
efficiency are all aspects which are favoured by the management model 
investigated here. No adverse effects have been discovered.  

 

Patient perspective 
It is important to give patients good and timely access to healthcare. Access, 
waiting times, flexibility of booking consultations, and length of consultation are 
aspects of the healthcare visit which are valued by patients and are associated 
with overall total satisfaction.119, 120 The triage model addresses all of these 
factors.  

Introduction of the triage model led to increased access to the PHCC and to 
physiotherapists. Waiting times for physiotherapy were negligible with same or 
next day appointments being provided in the majority of cases. Studies have 
shown that patients with low back pain are critical of delays in referring to 
physiotherapy.121 Triaging directly to physiotherapists increases access to 
physiotherapy, but reduces or delays access to GPs for patients with MSD. For 
this reason, triage models should include pre-arranged systems to ensure that 
medical services are made available, as needed, after triaging to other 
professions. The results of Paper I imply that using other professions as first 
assessors may be associated with better access to GPs for other patient groups. 

Healthcare visits can be difficult to combine with the patient’s regular schedule. 
The high demand for GP consultations may lead to an inflexible booking system 
at many PHCCs, requiring the patient to accommodate to healthcare 
availability. The physiotherapists, in the studies included in this thesis, were able 
to provide greater flexibility in booking times according to patient preferences 
than were the GPs. This flexibility may be constrained in the future, as for GPs, 
if the demand for physiotherapy services at PHCCs increases. 

Discussion
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Physiotherapists may have more time with their patients than GPs. The 
physiotherapists in the studies in this thesis were able to allot more time per visit 
than was usual for GPs at the participating PHCCs or is seen in published 
descriptions of GP consultation times.122 This may increase the opportunities to 
discuss and explain treatment and investigation options. 

Efficient management of health conditions includes providing adequate care for 
suitable patients without unnecessary delays.123 Here, it was found that triaging 
facilitates the detection of suitable patients for initial assessment by 
physiotherapists and guides them immediately along a suitable care-pathway, 
along which the needs of vast majority are managed efficiently (Paper I).  

The results of both Papers II and III indicate that triage nurses select certain 
subgroups of patients with MSD for triaging to physiotherapists. Factors 
affecting nurse assessments have not been studied in this thesis. However, a 
qualitative study examining triaging to psychologists at a PHCC, found 
indications that triage nurses may be influenced by patient preferences to a high 
degree.116 British and Dutch studies have been able to distinguish different 
profiles for patients who were referred to physiotherapists by their GPs and 
those who consulted a physiotherapist without a referral.52, 55 Patients who 
independently sought physiotherapist treatment were more often younger and 
male.52 They had acute/sub-acute disorders to a higher degree and completed 
their treatment program to a higher degree.55 This group was also absent from 
work to a lower degree than patients who first consulted their GP.55 The 
selection bias by the triage nurses seen in Papers II and III, with relatively young 
patients with few comorbidities being overrepresented after triaging, 
corresponds fairly closely to the group of patients who independently seek 
physiotherapists.55 These patients may be more amenable to nurses’ triage 
suggestions, which could be in line with their own preferences. It is possible that 
nurses also prefer to err on the side of caution by selecting relatively young, 
healthy patients with few comorbidities who can most often be managed 
independently by physiotherapists. Qualitative studies have found that, when 
triage nurses in emergency care are uncertain about their triage decisions, they 
prefer to risk resource overuse over missing essential care.124 The selection bias 
may partially explain the significantly lower utilization of medical resources in 
the physiotherapist-triaged group in Paper II.  

There are many patients with MSD whose needs are limited to a single or few 
visits with a healthcare professional.63 In the RCT, at least 20% of the 
participants had no further healthcare visits after triage consultation with a 
physiotherapist. This is in line with a trial investigating stratified treatment of 
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low back pain using the STarT back tool which found that 26% of patients were 
low risk patients needing only a single treatment session.63 In both Papers II and 
IV, there were many patients who needed no GP visits or services after triaging 
to physiotherapists. In Paper I, it was shown that over 80% of patients triaged 
to physiotherapists were managed independently in the initial phase. This 
indicates that suitable patients were selected for triaging and that they were 
provided with efficient management of their conditions.  

There are advantages with primary physiotherapist management even for the 
group of patients in need of both physiotherapist and GP services. The 
randomization process led to comparable groups in the RCT in Paper III. Here, 
results indicate that a reasonable proportion of the patients who are triaged to 
physiotherapists (approximately 25%) have GP contact at some point during the 
following year for the same condition. The generally favourable results for the 
physiotherapist-triaged group regarding progression of health outcomes applies 
even to this group. This supports the premise that it is no disadvantage to the 
group needing services of both physiotherapist and GP to initiate the treatment 
process with the physiotherapist.  

Patient expectations of healthcare for MSD may vary and may not always be 
realistic.125 Patients generally seek help from PHCCs with the expectation of 
seeing a GP. Those who know that it would be more suitable for them to see a 
physiotherapist may contact a rehabilitation centre directly. The patient is the 
expert on experienced symptoms, but it is the healthcare organization which has 
the responsibility of interpreting the symptoms based on evidence and medical 
knowledge and of guiding the patient to the best course of action (Healthcare 
law 2017:30 and Patient law 2014:821). The triage nurse, as the first contact 
within the PHCC according to the triage model, should know which resources 
the PHCC can offer and should understand which conditions different 
professions are capable of managing, so as to guide the patient appropriately. In 
patient-centred contexts, which PHCCs should strive after according to national 
recommendations, the patient participates in healthcare decisions along with 
healthcare personnel.12 However, each plays a different role. Healthcare 
provision is based on medical knowledge and expertise and cannot always 
provide desired services and treatments which may be unnecessary or even 
detrimental to patients’ health.65 For instance, studies show that patients have 
strong beliefs in the necessity of radiological examinations for conditions for 
which such examinations are not advised.125 The healthcare professional must 
consider patient desires, as well as relative need, evidence and available 
resources when determining a course of action.12  

Discussion
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For many patients, quick and reliable assessment may be more important than 
which profession makes the assessment.44, 126 The surveys included in Paper I 
indicate good patient satisfaction with the triage model and with the treatment 
by all personnel categories. Other studies have also found good patient 
satisfaction after initial triaging to physiotherapists at a PHCC.43, 44  

In Paper III, it was found that HRQoL increased significantly in the group triaged 
to physiotherapists. A similar effect was seen in the study by Goodwin and 
Hendrick.43 The favourable consistency for other health outcomes, in 
comparison with standard management, may indicate other possible health 
advantages for patients, but should be confirmed with larger studies. Both 
groups showed positive progression of health outcomes over time and it is 
known that many forms of MSD have a generally favourable clinical course over 
time regardless of healthcare interventions.127 The results of the RCT indicate 
that triaging to physiotherapists is at least as advantageous, and likely somewhat 
better, for the clinical course of MSDs as primary GP management. 

Both healthcare management and clinical course affect economic aspects of 
health problems for the patient. Costs are incurred for both healthcare visits and 
medication for both the patient and the healthcare organization. Avoidance of 
unnecessary visits and services is an economic advantage for both stake-holders. 
Quick recovery is associated with lower sickness absence. For patients in the 
work force, inability to work because of health problems leads, in Sweden, to 
lower income, as the level of sick-leave compensation is approximately 80% of 
normal income.128 The cost-savings seen for the intervention group in the cost-
effectiveness analysis (Paper IV) were primarily because of lower levels of 
sickness absence. This is, naturally, a big advantage for the patient as well as 
society. 

 

Healthcare organization perspective 
The development of the triage model described in Paper I was instigated by 
deficiencies in the work environment at one PHCC. The personnel and 
management all saw the need for change and were involved in the developmental 
process. The team effort involved led to greater knowledge on a personal and 
professional level concerning collegial capacities and to a better understanding 
of other professions’ work situations. This was examined in a qualitative study 
based on the same model but not part of this thesis.115 The development, 
assessment and implementation of the triage model followed implementation 
principles for models of care with specific established steps which facilitate 
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successful changes of praxis.123, 129 These include a systematic and stepwise plan, 
understanding the context of current practice, having an easy to understand and 
presentable proposal, analysing barriers and facilitators for change and 
addressing them systematically, involving all affected personnel and 
continuously evaluating the implementation and adjusting where necessary.123, 

129 These steps were all followed at the original PHCC, where the triage model 
was developed. The managers were deeply involved in the implementation 
process, providing clear leadership while simultaneously encouraging personnel 
to express their viewpoints and propose new ideas. Managerial support has been 
reported as an important facilitator when implementing change.130 In spreading 
the model to other PHCCs, it is unlikely that all steps have received the same 
focus. For a successful widespread implementation, it is important that 
managers encourage local personnel to engage themselves in the model and that 
local barriers and facilitators are analysed and addressed. 

The positive effects of triaging large patient groups to AHP on access and 
efficiency, as well as on reduced healthcare utilization, can contribute to solving 
mounting problems in primary care, where patient demands for both access and 
treatment are difficult to meet with available GP resources.9 New Swedish 
regulations implemented in 2019 (amendments to HSL 2017:30 9 kap. 1§ and 
Patient law 2014:821 2 kap. 3§) require PHCCs to provide patients with 
assessment by a registered healthcare professional within 3 days instead of the 
past requirement to provide assessment by a GP within 7 days. Triaging certain 
groups of patients to physiotherapists for initial assessment fits in well with these 
requirements. The regulations divert focus from the GP and may help legitimise 
the competences of other healthcare professionals in the eyes of the general 
public. In many other countries, physiotherapists are not as easily accessible as 
in Sweden. Access is often controlled by referral requirements or financial or 
insurance impediments. Legal changes or model adjustment may be required for 
application within other healthcare systems. 

Problems with access, continuity and waiting times at PHCCs are common and 
are thought to be, at least partially, affected by an insufficient number of 
practising GPs.9 An American study predicted the need for an approximate 25% 
increase in number of practicing GPs over a 15 year period to meet coming 
demands.131 Giving other professions responsibility for part of the workload 
should reasonably contribute to the alleviation of some of the associated 
problems with this shortage. If done systematically, as in this model, risk for 
inadequate management should be minimized. 
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Many studies have indicated that present management of MSD in primary care 
has weaknesses. Studies in the United Kingdom found that only 29-35% of 
patients with osteoarthritis received adequate quality of care according to 
specified indicators and that less than half of primary care patients with knee pain 
were recommended the treatments with best evidence, which are exercise and 
weight loss.132-135 There are several studies which report that many GPs do not 
follow clinical guidelines for low back pain, relying on excessive referrals for 
radiological investigations and prescriptions for stronger pain medication than 
recommended.66, 136-138 These services may be in demand by some patients but 
contribute to overmedicalisation and are associated with worse prognosis.66, 125 
In other studies, GPs report lack of confidence and insufficient expertise as 
barriers for treatment of MSD.138-140 Physiotherapists have been found to be 
more confident in the treatment of low back pain but there have been mixed 
reports regarding even their adherence to clinical guidelines.138, 141 

Physiotherapists working in primary care-oriented units have a greater focus on 
the treatment of MSD than do many GPs, who treat a wide variety of health 
conditions. The path to becoming an expert clinician includes practice and 
experience.60, 142 It is possible that more intense exposure to MSD compensates 
for differences in academic training.143 Competence regarding assessment and 
treatment of MSD for different professions may be compared to a study in which 
pharmacists were shown to have better pharmacology knowledge and 
pharmacotherapy skills than GPs.144 Focusing on one area of medical expertise 
seems to lead to more detailed knowledge. 

It is the author’s experience that, when introducing the triage model to a new 
PHCC, the GPs are more than willing to reduce their responsibility for patients 
with MSD, while the nurses need to be convinced of physiotherapeutic 
competence for this patient group. Nurses are key figures in this triage model. 
In secondary care environments, they have shown good ability to triage and are 
able to use their medical expertise to make professional assessments of patient 
needs in accordance with structured guidelines.145 For the triage model to 
function well, it is vital that they understand how physiotherapists work and 
which patient groups may receive best help from a physiotherapist. If the triage 
nurse is convinced that the best possible care-pathway for the individual is 
through an initial assessment by a physiotherapist, then patients may be 
influenced in this direction and may develop positive expectations for the 
consultation. Appropriate collegial introduction by both physiotherapists and 
fellow-nurses should be provided to new members of staff to ensure that the 
model continues to work smoothly over time.123  
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From the healthcare organization’s perspective, there is always an economic 
aspect to be considered regarding the management of all patient groups. In Paper 
II, considerable reduction in utilization of healthcare resources was found after 
triaging to physiotherapists. The cost-effectiveness analysis in Paper IV indicated 
that there are economic savings to be made for PHCCs without detriment to 
patient health by implementing the triage model and having physiotherapists 
make the initial assessments for patients with MSD. This could potentially 
require increasing numbers of physiotherapists or redistributing resources from 
long-term rehabilitation services to early assessments with preventive 
orientation. Early adequate management may, in turn, lead to fewer patients 
developing chronic disorders.88 

 

Societal perspective 
The increasing prevalence and burden of MSDs worldwide makes management 
a major global issue and not just a problem for the individual or the healthcare 
organization.65 The individual may experience pain, dysfunction and difficulties 
with work and leisure activities. The healthcare organization may have difficulty 
providing access and suitable services for those in need. Society suffers both from 
production loss when the individual cannot perform work duties to the same 
extent as a healthy worker and by the association between MSD and many other 
lifestyle-related illnesses, each with their own effects on individuals, healthcare 
and communities.65 

The general population is ageing and lifestyles are becoming increasingly more 
sedentary worldwide.146 Both of these factors tend to lead to health conditions 
which require increased healthcare services.22 The importance of physical 
activity for healthy aging is well-known.147 A recent study showed that almost 
50% of  the working-age population in Sweden have low cardiorespiratory 
fitness levels which is associated with development of many lifestyle-related 
illnesses and that this proportion has increased substantially during the last 20 
years.146 Many of the illnesses and conditions seen in primary care that are 
rapidly becoming more frequent are lifestyle-related.22 These have in common 
that if the lifestyle factors in question are addressed early, progression of the 
condition may be contained or reversed. Extensive primary and secondary 
prevention are necessary to change this trend.66 The physiotherapeutic focus on 
physical activity and secondary prevention may play a vital role in restricting the 
expansion of these conditions to a manageable level.148-150 To achieve good 
effect, it is often important that preventive actions are initiated as early as 
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possible in the progression of most conditions.88, 151, 152 In the studies in this 
thesis, patients are provided with immediate contact with physiotherapists when 
they first seek help for MSDs, thereby, theoretically, increasing exposure to 
early secondary preventive information and assistance. 

A recent overview of the management of low back pain worldwide concluded 
that, in light of the globally increasing prevalence of low back pain, its effects on 
individuals and society and the large gap between evidence-based recommended 
treatment and treatment seen in practice, major changes are necessary.66 Among 
these are reformed clinical pathways focusing on information and activity and 
avoiding unnecessary healthcare services and overmedicalisation.66 Studies have 
shown that undue emphasis on medical treatment for conditions, which in past 
times were accepted as tolerable aspects of daily life, may have negative 
consequences for the clinical course and that this is associated, in some 
populations, with escalating dependency on pharmaceuticals and other forms of 
treatment.65 There are problems with widespread treatment and management 
procedures within healthcare which do not lead to any advantages for the 
patients but instead to immense costs for treatment and increasing costs for 
production loss.65 The latest Global Burden of Disease study reports that while 
people are living longer, they are living longer with poor health and that non-
communicable diseases such as MSD account for a substantial portion of the 
increasing disability-adjusted life-years.153 

Triaging to physiotherapists at PHCCs cannot solve all these problems but can 
be a step in the right direction. It creates a clinical pathway which provides 
suitable care for a large group of patients with MSDs seen in primary care. It 
reduces exposure to overmedicalisation. It seems to reduce absence from work 
and, thereby, reduces the largest cost factor associated with MSD. While 
physiotherapy may vary from one clinician and one country to another, there is 
a strong common focus on learning to cope with debilitating health conditions 
and striving after optimal function.58 This is in line with recommendations from 
Lancet Low Back Pain Series Working Group regarding promoting “positive 
health – the ability to adapt and to self-manage in the face of social, physical and 
emotional challenges”.65 

While it may be important in the long term to increase public education about 
MSDs, a step which can be taken immediately is to use the competence of the 
professional group which already has extensive education in musculoskeletal 
treatment more optimally. The studies included in this thesis indicate that a 
management intervention of triaging patients with MSD directly to 
physiotherapists leads to a more optimal clinical pathway for this group of 
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patients. This pathway is also the most cost-effective one for all stakeholders. In 
addition to the savings for the healthcare organization, the high likelihood of 
reduced production loss for MSD is an important advantage both for the 
individual and the community.   

MSDs vary greatly in nature and it is likely that many forms of MSD will resolve 
spontaneously, regardless of how the condition is handled by the healthcare 
organization. However, it is possible that the length of the recovery process, the 
suffering involved, and the probability of recurrence can be influenced by the 
timing and content of proposed treatment.64, 71, 73 If management of the patient’s 
healthcare needs can be organized to bring about optimal health effects with few 
healthcare visits and services, while also avoiding unnecessary waiting times, 
perhaps both suffering and costs may be reduced. 

 

Risks 
 

There are two major categories of risks associated with the management 
pathways for MSDs in primary care described in this thesis which should be 
considered. These are the risks associated with using physiotherapists as primary 
assessors and the risks with using GPs as primary assessors. These risks need to 
be weighed against each other and against the relative advantages of each 
pathway. 

Indications of many advantages with primary physiotherapist management of 
MSD have been found and presented in this thesis. On the individual level, there 
is never a guarantee of optimal management from any clinician. However, on a 
group level, is there a larger risk that physiotherapists as primary assessors may 
mistreat MSD or miss or misunderstand symptoms of non-MSD character 
compared to the probability of any of these events when GPs are the primary 
assessors? Physiotherapists have a different academic background than GPs. The 
physiotherapist curriculum is shorter and does not include many subjects that 
are included in medical training. However, it includes a substantial focus on 
MSD and the treatment of dysfunction associated with the musculoskeletal 
system, areas which may have deficiencies in the medical training at many 
institutions.58, 154, 155 In the triage model, patients have been assessed first by a 
triage nurse and afterwards by a physiotherapist. Both nurses and 
physiotherapists are registered professionals with medical responsibility for their 
assessments. In the studies included in this thesis, there were no reported 
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adverse events associated with primary assessment by physiotherapists, nor have 
other studies examining initial physiotherapist assessment at PHCCs reported 
any adverse events.43, 44 In an observational study, it was noted that patients with 
MSD who were assessed initially by physiotherapists were more satisfied and 
more confident that they had received a correct assessment than those assessed 
by a GP and those patients with serious pathology were correctly identified and 
managed.44 Another study found that physiotherapists made correct 
management decisions as first assessors in the vast majority of cases and 
physiotherapists with orthopaedic specialization achieved even better results in 
their decision-making.56 It is not necessary for physiotherapists to be able to 
diagnose non-MSD illness, merely to recognize it as non-MSD in order to advise 
the patient to seek suitable help. An advantage with clinicians who focus on one 
group of disorders is the increased probability of learning to treat them well and 
being able to distinguish non-typical symptoms.56, 156  

Risks for insufficient management of patient needs for patients who require 
services of both physiotherapist and GP are controlled by the parameters of the 
structured triage model. This includes systematic assessment by registered nurse 
according to a triage manual to detect patients with symptoms of serious illness. 
Nurses have been shown to have adequate competence for making triage 
assessments and screening for symptoms of serious illness in emergency care and 
regarding telephone triaging in primary care.145, 157 The nurse triage assessment 
is followed by a second assessment by a registered physiotherapist, who also 
screens for symptoms of serious illness while examining the patient.59 In 
addition, the triage model includes flexible forms for providing GP services after 
triage visits to other professions.   

As there is no referral requirement to see physiotherapists in Sweden, when 
patients have a good understanding of both their own symptoms and the 
healthcare system, they frequently seek physiotherapists directly. In other 
words, physiotherapists are already accepted as primary assessors. The triage 
model, however, directs patients who intended to see a GP to a physiotherapist 
instead. This may lead to a decrease in patient satisfaction initially. Studies 
comparing GP/nurse management have shown that patients are less satisfied if 
their care-giver is not of the profession they originally desired.158 It is, therefore, 
important for physiotherapists who have responsibility for triage consultations 
to try to understand the patient’s situation and to respond to underlying fears 
for serious illness or treatment expectations which the patient may have. It is 
also important to have a prearranged system to accommodate those patients who 
are in need of GP assessment or services after a triage visit to a physiotherapist. 
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Collegial cooperation and trust are cornerstones of the model. Patients also have 
own responsibility and own agendas. Triaging to physiotherapists does not 
prohibit patients from contacting a GP later. Many of the physiotherapist-triaged 
patients in the RCT did see a GP at some point during the following year for the 
same condition, either during the initial period or several months later. 
However, the clinical course does seem to be affected by which profession is 
seen first (Paper III). Overall, the studies included in this thesis, together with 
other studies of similar models seem to indicate that the advantages with primary 
physiotherapist assessment according to the triage model out-weigh the risks.43, 

44, 57 

The advantages with continued standard management of MSD with primary GP 
assessment are several: convenience – change is often experienced as more 
difficult than continuing with usual practice; patient satisfaction – giving patients 
what they ask for may lead to higher satisfaction in the booking process even if 
the results of this pathway ultimately are less optimal;44, 158 better access to GPs 
for those patients who are in need of both physiotherapist and GP.  

The risks with primary GP management include overmedicalisation and 
inadequate management of the MSD. Many studies have indicated that GPs often 
prescribe pain medication both earlier and over the recommended levels for 
many MSDs.66, 159 There is evidence that pain medication such as paracetamol, 
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAID) and opioids can reduce 
musculoskeletal pain in many cases.17 However, commonly recommended 
analgesic treatments are not always effective and medication has, in many cases, 
side-effects especially when taken over prolonged lengths of time.78, 160 A large 
Swedish study found that 12% of the adult population with healthcare contacts 
suffers from some form of adverse drug event.161 A Dutch study found that 1 in 
30 patients treated with NSAID for musculoskeletal conditions in primary care 
contacted their GP because of adverse drug reactions.162 Another Swedish study 
calculated costs for resource use associated with adverse drug events to be over 
€500 per case with the major proportion being the responsibility of the local 
health authority.163 There is a large and growing problem with opioid 
dependency and other adverse effects of pain medication in many countries.164-

166 

Overmedicalisation does not just refer to the prescription of pharmaceuticals. It 
even encompasses creating an unnecessary dependency on medical 
intervention.7 Overviews by experts in the field of back pain management 
suggest that the increasing burden of disabling back pain is partially iatrogenic, 
with management by healthcare contributing to unrealistic expectations for both 
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individual health and for those healthcare services deemed necessary.65 Many 
clinical guidelines clearly recommend avoiding unnecessary radiological 
investigations for conditions such as non-specific low back pain.50, 167 Some GPs 
believe such courses of action to be necessary nonetheless.138 Others give in to 
patient demands, even when they do not believe that the investigation will be 
useful in determining continued course of action.138 Reported viewpoints 
concern the time it takes to explain to a patient why a radiological examination 
is unnecessary and how referrals signal to the patient that their conditions are 
being taken seriously.138 However, a patient who has the opinion that imaging is 
necessary and has this confirmed by the GP by receiving a referral will likely 
continue to insist on such examinations for future conditions and will circulate 
this impression to other people in the vicinity.125 This leads to escalating 
demands for services which do not contribute to an increased understanding of 
the problem nor to a solution. In Sweden, it is unusual for physiotherapists to 
have the right to directly refer to radiological investigations. Information from 
the physiotherapist about why such a referral may be unnecessary together with 
the extra step involved to book a visit to a GP, after a triage consultation to a 
physiotherapist, to acquire a referral which the physiotherapist did not 
recommend, may discourage some patients from taking this course of action. 

Another risk with primary GP management is that it often replaces or, at least, 
delays active physiotherapeutic treatment. This is seen in Paper IV and is 
reported in studies of patient experiences.121, 126 The RCT in Papers III and IV 
studied only patients whom triage nurses assessed suitable for triaging to 
physiotherapists but, still, a large proportion of those who were randomized to 
GPs did not see a physiotherapist during the following year. In other words, in 
many cases, whether the GP successfully fulfilled the patient’s immediate needs 
or not, either the GP or the patient failed to prioritize subsequent physiotherapy 
which can, in turn, affect the clinical course and recurrence rate. As described 
earlier, 70% of British patients and 13% of Dutch patients with shoulder 
problems, 40% of German patients with knee problems, 40% of Norwegian 
patients with back problems were referred to physiotherapists.51-54 These leaves, 
however, approximately 30-90% who were not referred. Many studies have 
described inadequacies related to GP management of varying MSDs, such as 
insufficient exercise advice, inadequate recommendations to rest, inappropriate 
imaging referrals, insufficient conservative treatment before referral to 
surgeons.66, 168-171 It has been shown that passive pain management strategies are 
associated with higher risk for pain-related disability and with higher utilization 
of healthcare compared to active exercise-based management.172 Many patients 
desire empowerment from healthcare so that they may learn to manage their 
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health conditions independently.125 Physiotherapeutic treatment often aims to 
increase patient empowerment.58, 173 Physiotherapeutic management of MSD has 
not been studied to the same extent as GP management and there is no guarantee 
that physiotherapists will always manage MSD better than GPs. However, the 
studies in this thesis seem to indicate that the advantages with initiating MSD 
treatment with the physiotherapist and including GP treatment at a later stage, 
if necessary, outweigh the risks. 

 

Methodological considerations 
 

The studies included in this thesis had varying strengths and limitations. 

 

Paper I 
The first paper was based on an observational study of a development and 
implementation process at a single PHCC. Strengths include the structured 
development and evaluation process which led to successful local 
implementation and created interest from other PHCCs to follow suit. 
Implementation research regarding care for musculoskeletal conditions in 
primary care recommends focusing on models for delivery of healthcare with 
the aim of ensuring that “the right care is delivered at the right time by the right 
team in the right place”.123 These were all aspects which were integral to the 
triage model. The model was developed pragmatically, within a clinical setting, 
and adapted continually to the real-life clinical situations and problems which 
emerged, thus averting the complicated process of transforming research into 
practice. Well-known factors for facilitating clinical implementation, such as 
local champions, peer-to-peer support, and managerial engagement, were 
fundamental to the successful implementation.123  

The results regarding access and efficiency are, however, limited to that single, 
original PHCC, as evaluation of the effects of more widespread implementation 
have not been performed. The investigated PHCC cannot be seen as 
representative for PHCCs in Sweden or in the region as the demographics of the 
registered patients were not typical for other areas and the original problems in 
the work environment were relatively severe. However, the model addressed 
problems and used resources, which are found at many PHCCs to varying 
degrees, and is, therefore, applicable to other settings within Sweden. The 
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model was developed to conform with Swedish health laws and regulations and 
cannot necessarily be directly applied to healthcare organizations operating 
under other conditions. 

 

Paper II 
A strength of Paper II was that it was based on a large study population. The 
main advantages of retrospective study designs are that they facilitate inclusion 
of large patient groups, which can often be followed over long periods of time 
without many of the difficulties involved in patient recruitment.174 The 
retrospective design, however, inhibited the inclusion of some parameters of 
interest (such as the number of physiotherapist visits in the control group). It 
also created difficulties with setting inclusion and exclusion criteria so that the 
groups would be comparable, since the triaging to physiotherapists was based on 
a subjective nurse assessment. Rigorous criteria selection is essential to the 
process of drawing valid conclusions in retrospective studies.174 Criteria, here, 
could only be set to reflect general nurse-triaging instructions. 

Results show that there was a selection bias in the triage process with nurses 
choosing relatively young and healthy patients for first assessment by 
physiotherapists. While age and comorbidities are factored into the statistical 
analysis as confounders, this must still be considered when interpreting the 
results. There may be other factors influencing nurse assessments than were 
covered by the inclusion/exclusion criteria and which could contribute 
significantly to the differences between groups. Studies have shown that nurses’ 
triage decision-making is influenced by many factors. Besides patient symptoms, 
the nurse’s own experience and intuition and the availability of resources affect 
the decision process.124, 175, 176 It has also been found that uncertainty in triage-
decisions may lead to overuse of resources to be on the safe side.124 Age and 
comorbidities may affect both nurse assessments of healthcare need, as well as 
the patient’s expectations of care, and interest and motivation for non-
traditional forms of care.175, 177 Age has been proposed as a possible patient-level 
barrier when introducing new forms of care.178 Nurses may, consciously or 
subconsciously, consider such aspects, when determining whether to triage to a 
physiotherapist or to a GP. If patient interest guides the assessment rather than 
just symptoms, it would create difficulties in achieving comparable groups, as 
such aspects are unlikely to be documented and were not considered in this 
study. Therefore, the significant differences found in this study may indicate that 
patients with MSD, who are triaged to physiotherapists, require fewer 
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healthcare services because physiotherapist management differs from GP 
management and affects clinical course differently or because triaging to 
physiotherapists successfully selects a group of patients who require fewer 
healthcare services or a combination of the above. 

Finally, another weakness with the study was that a single person extracted all 
data from the medical records.179 It would have added to the study’s credibility 
if, at least, a sample had been extracted by two or more researchers to ensure 
consensus. 

 

Paper III 
The RCT described in Paper III had a robust randomized study design with 
comparable groups and was based on a representative study population for 
Swedish urban environments. It is, however, based on a small population as 
recruitment of study participants was terminated early when impending 
organizational changes threatened the placement of physiotherapists at the 
participating clinics. The small population size increases the probability of 
primarily Type II errors – failing to discard the null-hypothesis (which assumes 
no differences between groups) when a difference, in fact, exists. It would be 
likely that a small study would not find any significant differences between 
groups because of measurement uncertainty. Such was, likely, the case for the 
outcome musculoskeletal function which, despite consistently better values for 
the group triaged to physiotherapist, failed to reach significance. A later power 
analysis based on measured standard deviation in the study indicated that it 
would have required twice as many participants as were recruited to reach 80% 
power for determining significant change in musculoskeletal function. This is 
less than the sample size calculated using pain as the outcome of interest in the 
power analysis on which the study was based. Even other outcomes showed 
similar but less distinct differences between groups and would likely require 
larger population sizes to accurately evaluate differences. The small sample, 
therefore, precludes definite conclusions about some of the results. HRQoL did, 
however, despite the small sample size, show significant improvement. A similar 
study comparing physiotherapist and GP management of referrals of patients in 
primary care to orthopaedic surgeons also found that HRQoL was the outcome 
which showed most improvement.180 The observational study by Goodwin and 
Hendrick also found improvement in HRQoL after initial assessment by 
physiotherapists.43 
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There was a considerable level of missing values in the RCT, which to a certain 
degree was addressed with the regression method employed (see Statistical 
methods). The “mixed models for repeated measurements” analysis is a form of 
linear regression which creates a projection for each individual based on baseline 
measurements and as many repeated measurements as are available. Missed 
measurements for participants can be estimated according to the participant’s 
personal curve, creating an estimate with higher validity than certain other 
statistical methods.  

The missing analysis showed that younger people, who were randomized to an 
initial visit with physiotherapists, were overrepresented among those who failed 
to respond regularly over time. There was no significant age effect among the 
missing in the control group. Uncomplicated acute and sub-acute disorders are 
usually overrepresented within the younger group as chronicity and 
comorbidities increase with age.181 It would, therefore, seem that a larger 
proportion of patients in the intervention group, who could be expected to have 
a milder  clinical course and, therefore, both positive health outcomes and low 
healthcare resource utilization, dropped out early. This would lead to an 
underestimation of the positive effects of triaging to physiotherapists. A similar 
tendency was seen in the STarT back stratification trial mentioned earlier for 
older participants to complete the year-long follow-ups to a higher degree than 
younger participants.63 

 

Paper IV 
The cost-effectiveness analysis was based on the same RCT as Paper III and is, 
therefore, subject to the same limitations relating to recruitment as described 
above. Here, missing values were addressed with multiple imputation and 
sampling uncertainty in the small population with non-parametrical 
bootstrapping. Multiple imputation is the recommended approach for cost-
effectiveness studies.182 Non-parametrical bootstrapping repeatedly removes 
and replaces values at random. This method has been found to calculate accurate 
estimates of the mean even for small, skewed samples.1 As the missing values in 
this study were connected to the same participants as in Paper III, there is a 
substantial risk, even here, for underestimation of the positive effects of the 
intervention as young, healthy participants with presumed low healthcare needs 
discontinued participation to a greater extent in the intervention group.  
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Thesis 
It has been recommended that research regarding models of care include patient 
level (health effects) outcomes, healthcare provider outcomes (access, 
efficiency, work environment, healthcare costs) as well as societal outcomes 
(societal costs, production loss) to make an overall process evaluation.123 A 
strength of the overall thesis is that these recommendations were followed. 
Studies have shown that few interventions aimed at changing medical practice 
are investigated from all three perspectives.183 Most intensely investigated is the 
healthcare provider perspective, while only a third of the studies investigating 
models of care examine patient outcomes.183 

The management intervention consisting of triaging in primary care has now 
been examined from several different perspectives. Each paper’s contribution 
formed a base for the next study. The development and implementation study 
indicated sufficient advantages for the healthcare organization for the method to 
be implemented on a somewhat larger scale. The retrospective study indicated 
savings in health resources for patients triaged to physiotherapists. The RCT 
addressed uncertainties raised in the retrospective study about interpretation of 
results – whether the reduced resource use was caused by greater improvements 
in patients’ health or by an appropriate stratification of patients to suitable care 
levels. Insufficient population size hinders the resolution of this question, but 
results seem to indicate that both are likely. With comparable randomized 
groups, tendencies towards health improvements and resource savings were 
found. Neither the health improvements nor the resource savings found in the 
RCT were of sufficient magnitude to be explain the level of reduced healthcare 
utilization seen in the retrospective study. This may simply be the result of the 
RCT being underpowered or because both health improvements and suitable 
stratification of patients contributed to the former result.  

The included papers are based on studies with widely varying methodologies 
evaluating different aspects of the triage model. Studying physiotherapist 
management of MSD in primary care before or instead of GP involvement is a 
new area of research with few comparable studies. That all four, as well as those 
few published studies investigating similar models, led to positive results 
strengthens the assessment of overall clinical feasibility for triaging patients with 
MSD directly to physiotherapists in primary care, despite limitations in the 
individual studies.43, 44, 57 Further research is, however, necessary to confirm 
results in other settings and on larger populations. 
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Future implications 
 

There are several implications regarding the future management of MSD in 
primary care, if the triage model were to be implemented on a large scale. This 
large and growing group of patients would receive appropriate care from 
appropriate professions in an efficient order. Triaging may lead to reduced 
waiting times for care, reduced burden for GPs, more optimal clinical course, 
reduced need for healthcare services, and/or reduced sick-leave for MSD. It is 
possible that other positive long-term effects may be achieved as preventive 
aspects of treatment may receive greater focus.  

Larger randomized trials will be necessary to confirm the findings in this thesis. 
Feasible variations of the triage model need to be developed to follow the 
healthcare systems in different countries. Miller et al have published a protocol 
for an ongoing RCT in Canada testing primary physiotherapist assessment for 
back pain at PHCCs with a model customized to Canadian regulations.184 If the 
Canadian model should show similar results, it would increase the 
generalizability of the results presented here. 
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Conclusions 
 

The triage model evaluated in this thesis has been shown to lead to 
predominantly positive effects from patient, healthcare organizational and 
societal perspectives. 

Triaging directly to physiotherapists in primary care seems to: 

• increase efficiency regarding management of MSD 

• lead to a better work environment 

• lead to reduced utilization of common healthcare treatments and 
management options 

• lead to at least as positive health effects as current management in the 
most conservative interpretation of the results  

• be associated with musculoskeletal health improvements at lower total 
costs for all stakeholders  

These effects should be investigated in greater detail and on larger study 
populations in future studies to facilitate clinical application. 
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